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INTRODUCTION
Statement of the problem
Parenthood is a common experience, in the sense that it is
almost universal among married couples, but it is a unique experience

in the sense that there are great individual variations in its meaning
and its impact upon the life of each parent.
In spite of the many variations in reactions and responses to

parenthood, a stereotype reaction seems to prevail .

The stereotyped

conception of behavior following the conception of a child is for the
wife to be filled with some inner joy which causes her to behave mysteriously for a time until she revea ls the unsuspected truth to her naive
husband.

He, when informed of this totally unsuspected event, is

ex pected to respond with surprise and exaggerated concern for his wife's

health and well-being.

Later, when the baby is born, each is expected

to respond with pride, joy, pleasure, and to behave in ways indicating

that the arrival of their child has indeed brought the ultimate fulfillment into their pers onal lives.
The stereotyped picture matches the feelings of some couples, and
it matches the behavior of a large number, whose real feelings remain
hidden as they act out th e ex pectations of their society.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the variations
in res ponses which occur as a reaction to parenthood.
hood mean?
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"What does parent-

"What does it mean to me as an individual with my own goals,

values, life experiences, and life expectations? "

"What does it mean

to have an i nfant to care for--to nurture, teach, feed, clothe, worry

over, with whom one can laugh

and play?"

And, perhaps more cha ll eng-

ing, "What does being a parent do to one 1 s role as a wife or husband-what happens to the marriage?"
It is quite probable that every person has his own feelings
about such questions.

There will be many similarities in the attitudes

held by people who have been reared in a common cultural backgrou nd.
There will, however, likely be individual variations as well .

Many of

the attitudes taken for granted and passed off as uhuman nature" are
not necessarily the nature of humans, but symptoms of acculturation

or adaptation to society.

Each individual from infancy is taught by

experience and example how best to get along in the society to which
be belongs.

The prejudices of th ose who have gone before are impressed

upon his mind and, with individual variations, they become his own.

From the beginning he is surrounded with evidences of what is valued
by those with whom he lives.

These values are communicated t o him in

the process of his development.

They are found in the voice of the

mother and in the very way she nourishes her newborn.

The y are found

in the shape of the nurs ery, the colors with which it is dec orated,
the type of clothes the child is mad e to wear and the place and time
he wears them.
pink.

We claim that boys look better in blue and girls in

Thi s is as traditi ona l as the crib itself and we eve n use it

as a means of identifying the sex.

Do boys really look better in blue,

or have we just accustomed ourselves to thinking so?

Evidences of cul-

tural values are found in the manner and context of the child's education,
the type of songs he is taught, the s t ories his mother reads to him, and

r
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the toys he is given with which to play .

As he grows older and more

and more of the outside world begi ns to creep into his life, he is
exposed to these values through other media such as television, newspapers, magazines, neighbors, t eachers and his friends.

Maccoby (35)

says,

. . . the child acquires a set of adult-like behavior
tendencies during early childhood, through covert practice
of his parents' actions and . . . these tendencies find
their way into

ove~t

expression during interaction with

peers at a later time when peers provide the necessary
stimulating conditions. (35, p. 503)
Let's consider the parenth ood problem from the beginning.
people marry?

Why do

Isn't it possible to have a rich, full life, even experi-

ence sex and have children and sti ll remain single?

Of course, we know

that this is possibl e, but our society frowns upon it.

Sirjamaki (46)

sums up our attitude.

It is felt that married li fe is the norma l, desired condition for all adults, that it brings th e greatest personal
happiness and fulfillment, and that it permits the proper
exe rcis e of sex for the procreation of children and for

individual satisfaction.

The single adult life by contrast,

according to this attitude, is empty and barren. Most
Americans marry in their twenties, and, for a considerable

share of them, marriage a t that age means a happy union
of individual volition and socia l pressure. (46, p. 3)
Each of us has some preconceived notion concerning paren thood that is

not en tirely our own .

If we happen to be long to society which en j oys

children and honors parenthood, we too, shall expect to enjoy children
and r elish our own pare nthood.

If we happen to belong to a society

which merely tolerates its offspring unti l they reach adulthood, we
would most likely accept this attitude as a most natural one.

Dykst ra

(19) presents an examination of " some of the e lements of United States
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culture that would seem to be combining to produce a relatively high
birth rate under apparentl y unfavorable conditions."

The following

cultural factors are seen as co ntributing to the maintenance of the
unexpectedly high birth rate:
The persistence of values and thought- ways that are a
heritage of an earlier era . . . the feeling that it is

socially commendable t o produce a substantial number of
children remains a part of our social heritage . . . .
The customary stereotyping of the large famil y as the
"happy" one. . . . Feelings of guilt regarding the use
of contraceptive techniques even among non-Catholics . .
The permissibility of the combined student -husba nd (and/or
wife) role in the post-WWII period {which) has contributed
toward the lowering of the age of marriage (among the upper
socio - economic groups and thus the larger number of children).
. . . The tendency t o r egard the birth rate of a nation as a
reflection of the land's " v irilit y" . . . . The favorable
attitude of the busin ess world toward a high national birth
rate . . . . The fact that in the face of a lessening impact
of such religious doctrines as the immortality of the soul,
children provide a lingeri ng evidence of a personal kind
that one has passed this way, and, . . . the youth worshipping f eature of our cu lture which make s children desirab le
in tha t they enable th e aging one to vicariously re ca pture
all the zest and g lamour of th e youthfu l period. (19, p. 8083)
However, even this anal ysis is far t oo simplified to explain adequately
the rea sons for the individual 's f ee lings concerning marria ge and par enthood.

It must be recogni zed that within each culture are various sub-

cultures, socia l groups, and religious affiliations with their own
particular codes and creeds.

Every individual born into a culture is

also born into one of each of these.

Religi on, for instance, has a

powerful effect on many people ' s lives and greatly influenc es their way
of thinking.

Landis says (29) a pers on's religious or nonre ligious

orientation is a fundamental part of his personalit y.
When Malinowski speaks of motherhood and cultural influences h e
says,
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We can . . . say that motherhood is always individual. It
is never allowed to remain a mere biological fact. Social
and cultural influences always endorse and emphasiz e the
original individuality of the biological fact. Th ese influences are so strong that in the case of adoption they may
override the biological tie and substitute a cultural one
for it. But statistically speaking,the biological ti es are
almost invariably merely reinforced, redetermined, and remolded by the cultural ones . This remolding makes motherhood
in each culture a r e lationship specific to that culture,

different from all other motherhoods, and correlated to the
whole social structure of the community. (37, p. 23)
What about fatherhood?

Malinowski points out that biologically

the father "might as well be treated as a drone," and describes his j ob
as impregnating the female and then disappearing.

However , he adds, "in

all human societies the father is r egarded by tradition as indispensable.
The woman has to be married before she is allowed legitimat ely to conceive."
We have, then, in our communities moral, social, and legal laws concerning

parenthood and childrearing .
If we accept all this, then it must be agreed that in our culture,
at l east, it is the
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normal and natural 11 thing to grow up expecting

some day to join the par e ntal ranks.

The prest ige that par enthood offe rs,

and the smile of approval from society, tend to make this anticipation a
pleasant one in most cases.

If the person is an extremely r e ligious one,

the experience of parentho od might even seem to be almost "glorifying . "
In the Mormon culture, for instance, from which the sample for
this st'udy was taken, there is great emphasis placed on the importance
of the family.
of life .

To be a

parent is one of the most significant purposes

The young peopl e in this church are taught almost from infancy

that one of their most worthwhile goals is to live a good and wholesome
life so that some day they will be worthy to become parents

and to
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become co-partners with God in caring for and teaching His children.
In addition to this cultural picture of parenthood as the way
of life for all adults, we have also before us a culturally accepted
image of the infant itself which enhances the whole prospect .

We refer

to the newborn as a " bundle of joy" come to bless the home with its
presence.

We see its picture everywhere, lest the couple not recognize

it, should one come to them.

The baby cereal boxes and jars, television

commercials, magazine ads, billboards, movies, books, songs, and poems

all describe the same small child.
sweet smelling.
a wide smile.

He is soft, lovable, cuddly, and

He has blue eyes, blond curly hair, ros y cheeks, and
He does nothing but coo and gurgle, suck happily on a

bottle, and sleep.

Fathers love to bounce their youngsters on their

knee, mothers sing them to sleep, and grandparents are so overjoyed at
the t oo infrequent visits they rush to spoil them with cookies and toys.
If the young couple se em to be having trouble adjusting to one another
and the marriage begins slipping downhill, the ideal solution is to
have a baby .

This works miracles.

The couple then becomes so invOlved in

raising this joint creation their previous marital difficulties disappear.
All becomes sweetness and bliss.
The entire picture is a beautiful one, but unfo .v tunately it is not
entirely accurate.

What if this infant doesn't stick to the rules? What

would happen to this young couple if their newb o rn fails t o meet the

romantic expectations the y have so rosily stored up?

For instance, the

baby might become slightly deformed because of the rigors of the birth
process, and though the deformity be only a temporary one, the shock
is nonetheless real .

What is the baby does not sleep as much as the

parents have been led to expect and they find themselves spending
much of their previous "free" time trying to rock, coax, lure, or lull

it into sleep, all the time worrying that something must be wrong with
their baby?

Or, what happens to the blissful picture when the mother

finds herself with a child who keeps her up all night then falls asleep
during the feedings, only to awake hungry when put back to bed?

Suppose

a young couple is having marital trouble because they have not yet
learned how to communicate with each other.

Then, with the arrival of

the baby who takes so much of their time they find themselves commun ieating calmly with one another even less than before.

Both are so tired

from the nightly feedings they find themselves snapping at one another
or bursting into tears at the slightest provocation.
like the solution to their pre-baby difficulties?

Does this sound

Or perhaps the problem

has not stemmed from lack of communication at all but is only the outgrowth of a deep-seated worry over finances, grades (if one or the
other happens to still be in school), loss of social contact, or lack
of understanding concerning role expectations?
any of these problems or even ease them?

Does having a baby solve

Hardly ~

And again, the couple

may be having troubles because one or both are too immature to accept

the responsibilities of marriage.
settle down.

They simply were not yet ready to

Does having a baby to care for and worry over increase or

decrease the responsibility?

Landis and Landis (29) claim:

. . . some people are emotionally and temperamentally unsuited to be parents for the same reasons that they cannot
adjust happily in the married state. An emo tionally unstable
spouse can wreck a marriage whether child ren are present or
not. I f there are children, the complications are greater.
(29, p. 442)
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Sometimes husbands and wives who have lived together
for two or three years and have worked out satisfactory
relationships in all areas are baffled to find, after the
first baby arrives, that new and unexpected differences
arise, requiring readjustments in their relationships.
The arrival of the first baby is one of the first major
occasions calling for readjustments . (29, p. 448)
Koos and Fulcomer, editors of the publication written under the
auspices of the National Conference on Family Life, quote Burgess:
"Anything which disrupts the usual patterns of interaction, which creates
a sharpened insecurity or which blocks the usual patterns of action and
calls for new ones--is important."

They conclude that a crisis ma y be

caused externally by society, or even internally.
The above discussion has attempted to point out a few of the
experiences originating from society and from the individual which may
cause a "sharpened insecurity," a "block of usual patterns of action,"
and a "demand for new ones," or at least a re-evaluation of what is to

b e expected and then the formulation of patterns suitable to the situat ion .

Hypothesis
The main hypothesis for this study is that the birth of the first
child initiates a crisis reaction in the marriage.

Specific hypotheses

dealing with different aspects of this situation include:
1.

The crisis reaction is intensified by the emphasis placed

on the importance of the family in the Mormon culture resulting in a
tendency to romanticize parenthood.
2.

The crisis reaction is greater for women than for men.

3.

Education of the mother will intensify her crisis reaction.
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4.

Education of the father will diminish his crisis reaction .

5.

Parental age will diminish the crisis reaction.

6.

Deferred arrival of the first child will diminish the

crisis reaction.

7.

Participation in some fields of study will diminish the

crisis reaction.
8.

Prior experience caring for babies will diminish the crisis

reaction.

9.

Degree of occupational interest, for mothers, will intensify

the crisis reaction.

10.

Stability of the marriage will diminish the crisis reaction.

11 .

Non- family oriented aspirations, prior to marriage, will

intensify the crisis reaction.

12.

Strong religious commitment will intensify the crisis reaction.

13.

Discrepancy between expectations and reality regarding mean-

ing of parenthood will intensify the cris is.
14.

Negative attitude toward chi ldren in general will intensify

the crisis reaction.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A study of the literature for information dealing with the
impact of a baby on the marriage of the parents has indicated that
a variety of studies has dealt with the couple's adjustment to one
ano ther in early married life, as well as the parental influence on
the infant's life and personality, but only a few have concerned themselves

with the problems and adjustments of the new parents .

Bossard

(8) refers t o the problem when he says,
Parenthood is underestimated as a force in marriage.

Less

than five per cent of the space in current literatur e on
family relations refers to the matter . Yet married peopl e
do have children--six out of every seven couples, in fact,

and most of the others wish they could. Our whole culture
is guilty of this det our around the subject of parenthood
. . . American business, which has engulfed a liberal proportion of married women, considers parenthood an acident.

Housing developments and rental offices ignore children
completely. (8 , p. 373)
This review of the literature, then, is composed mainly of topics

related to the actual problem.

The subgr oup s, listed below a r e directly

related to some of the independent va riables used in the questionnaire

and it has been through this review that most of the ideas for the
questionnaire came.

Since there are so many independent variables in-

valved in a problem of this kind, it was necessary to group the relat ed
ones together .

The subtitles are:

1.

Parenthood

2.

Pregnancy

3.

Sex adjustment in marriage after pregnancy
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4.

Studies of the family

5.

Marriage adjustment

6.

Early marriages

7.

Romanticism in marriage

8.

Roles in marriage

9.

Family relations

Parenthood
There are many aspects of parenthood discussed here--parentood
as a crisis, how the father feels about his role, how the mother feels
about hers, and how they each feel about each other's.

Even so, the

amount of material concerned especially with initiate parents and their

feelings is very limited .

The first two studies are perhaps the most

pertinent of the whole review.

Although there are many differences both

in method and results the present study was originally intended to be a
r e plica of these two.
According to LeMasters:
In all studies of how modern families react to crisis,
shock is related to the fact that the crisis event forces a
reorganization of the family as a social s ystem. Roles have
to be reassigned, status positions shifted, values reoriented,

and needs met through new channels. (32, p. 352)
Crisis originates from within or outside the family and the total impact
will depend upon a number of variables such as:

the nature of the crisis

event; the state of oaganization or disorganization of the family at the
point of impact; resources of the family; and previous experience with

crisis.
1.

LeMasters' hypothesis is stated in two parts:
If the family is conceptualized as a small social system, would

it not follow that the adding of a new member to the system could force
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a reorganization of the system as drastic (or nearly so) as does the
removal of a member?

2.

If the above were correct, would it not follow that the

arrival of the first child could be construed as a "crisis" or "critical event"?

To test this hypothesis a group of young parents were interviewed,
using a relatively unstructured interview technique.

To control socio-

economic variables, the couples had to possess the following characteristics:

1.

unbroken marriage

2.

urban or suburban residence

3.

between 25 and 35 years of age at time of study

4.

husband a college graduate

5.

husband's occupation middle class

6.

wife not employed after birth of first child

7.

must have had child within last five years

Race and religion were not controlled.
By asking various persons in the community for names, 48 couples

were located .

As a precaution the exact nature of the study was not

stated in soliciting these names; the project was described as a study
of "modern young parents . "

The couples, then, were not volunteers, and

no refusals were encountered.

The interviewers defined crisis as "any

sharp or decisive change for which old patterns are inadequate" and
helped the husband and wife come to a decision about the degree of their
crisis .

The interview data was coded on a five point scale:

no crisis;

slight crisis; moderate crisis; extensive crisis; severe crisis.
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In the LeMasters' study, 83 percent reported "extensive" or "severe"

crisis in adjusting to the first child.

Strong evidence was found that

this crisis reaction was not the result of not wanting children since

35 of 38 couples planned or desired pregnancy.

The crisis pattern

s eemed to occur whether the marriage was "good" or "poor," this rating

being given by the parents during the interview and confirmed by close
friends.

Judging from past history, the marriage rating, and the rating

of friends, it seemed that the vast bulk in the crisis group

was average

or above in personality adjustment, ruling out any psychiatric disability
on the part of the parents.

LeMasters did find, however, that the 38

couples in the crisis group did have one thing in common--they appeared
to have almost completely romanticized parenthood.
pared~

They were not pre-

Also, the 8 mothers in the group who had professional training

and work experience suffered severe crisis in every case.

Just what were the problems involved for which these parents were
not prepared!

The mother reported that their feelings while adjusting

to the first child were related to loss of sleep, chronic tiredness or
exhaustion, extensive confinement to the home, and curtailment of
social contacts, having to give up the satisfactions and income of the

outside employment they once enjoyed, additional washing and ironing,
guilt at not being a "better" mother, long hours and seven day and
night a week care necessary, and worry over appearance .

The fathers echoed most of the above and added some of their own
such as the decline in sexual respons e s of the wife, economic pressures,

interference with social life, worry about a second pregnancy in the
near future, and the general disenchantment with the parental role.
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Assuming that the above findings are reliable and valid, LeMasters
suggests the following:
1.

Parenthood, not marriage, is the real "romantic complex"

in our culture.

2.

Couples are not trained for parenthood.

3.

Married couples find the transition to parenthood painful be-

cause the arrival of the first child destroys the two-person or pair
pattern of group interaction and forces a rapid reorganization of their
life into a three- person or triangle group system.
4.

Parenthood, not marriage, marks the final transition to adult-

hood and maturity.
5.

The event itself is only one factor determining the extent and

seve rity of the crisis on any given family.

Their r esou rces , previous

experience with crisis, the pattern of role organization before the
crisis --thes e are equal l y important in determining the total reaction.

Dyer (17) in "Parenthood as Crisis:

A Re-Study," used much the

same method and sample qualifications as LeMasters.

He did not limit

the age to 25 to 35 but stipulated that the parents must at least be 35
or under.

He lowered the age of the child from 5 yea rs old to only 2

years old, thus making it easier, perhaps, for the parents to have truer
recall about their experience with the infant.
ition of crisis and added
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•••

He used the same defin-

a crisis situation in which the usual

behavior patterns are found to be unrewarding and new ones are called
for immediately. "

Again, the crisis rating was either worked out with

each couple or objectively placed on a consistent rating scale by the
inte rviewer.
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Dyer listed the independent variables as "likely disruptive effects."
They were:
l.

division of labor

2.

division of authority

3.

income and finances

4.

home-making and housework patterns

5.

husband- wife companionship patterns

6.

social life and recreational patterns

7.

mobility and freedom of action

8.

the extent to which child care and rearing caused anxieties

and created a burden
9.
10.

health of all three family members
extra - fami l y interests and activities

In the final analysis there seemed to be a di r ect correlation betw een the degree of crisis and the couple's stability and organization
of marriage score.

This score was derived from a series of questions

concerning the marital adjustment up to the birth, the degr ee of confidence expressed by each in their own abilities as husband and wife, and
their evaluation of economic adequacy.

Dyer found that this crisis

manifested itse l f in t he same way with his samp l e as with LeMasters'.
He also found that the degree of crisis suffered was related to the
duration of the cr i sis problems and the family ' s success in solving

problems thus far.
1.

His final conclusions were:

American parents feel an incompatibility between parental

r o les and certain other roles.
2.

Lack of training and preparation intensifies the crisis.
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3.

The husband-wife relationship is changed and the husbands

feel more neg lected than the wives.
4.

Although the arrival of a child demands a change, it is a

rewarding event--life is different, but fuller.

Pare nthood marks the

final transition from pre-a dult to mature adulthood.
Duvall and Hill (16) also discuss the advent of the first child
and family crises in general.

Their definition of crisis is "when a

family meets a situation for which there is no ready solution from past
experience and no immediate answer forthcoming from the family members,

then the family is said to face a crisis. "

The qualifications mentioned

are what differentiate crisis from trouble.

As they use it, the problem

is not how to avoid troubl e, but how to cope with it (and perhaps how to
keep it from being a c ri sis in the first place) .
specifical l y mentioned were:

Th e type of crises

dismemberment such as the loss of a child

or spouse; demora li zation such as nonsupport, infidelity, dissension;
accession which might come through an unwanted child, a return deserter,
etc.; and, demora lization plus accession or dismemberment such as illegit imacy, desertion, or imprisonment.

To combat such occasions, married couples need good physical health,
flexibility, adequate mental resources, pride in their fami l y membership,
adequate income, and support of friends, church, and school .

Duvall and

Hill suggest the steps most commonly taken towa rd the adjustment or nonadjustment of the crisis are:
1.

Get news of the event.

2.

Either recogniz e the facts or refuse to face them.

3.

Either act promptly and realistically or find an escape mechanism.
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4.

Either go through a period of rationalization or fix the

blame to protect the ego.
5.

Attain a livable balance by one of the following:

escape,

submission or defense (resignation, religion), or compensatory efforts
such as more work, substitution , and appeal for help.
6.

Allow a new life organization to emerge.

Koos and Fulcomer (26) refer to Duvall when discussing families
in crises. Duvall states that there is no one inadequacy.

There is an

initial cause which tends to create tensions in other areas of family

life, which in turn become conflicts in themselves.

She diagrams it

in the following manner:

inadequate~

interpersonal
relationships

event

I

cu ltura 1
diversity

l

family
inadequacy

T

unrealized
aspirations

c lass

membership

~
confl icting
roles

I

crisis

economic and
other pressures

~

pressures

Figure 1.

Caus es of fami l y conflict (26, p. VIII-11)

Blood (7) agrees with LeMasters and Dyer when he says there is
a greater ad justment to be made from marriage to parenthood than from
courtship to marriage.

The major adjustments, according to Blood and

in agreement with Dyer are:
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1.

1

Revised power structure--the wife s dependence on her husband

increases as as she is forced to withdraw from the labor force to stay
at home with the child, giving up her hold on community fvnctions and
share of the family income .
2.

Revised personal relationship--an added distraction or attrac -

tion in the form of a baby can be hard on the husband-wife relationship.
Husbands are often neglected and very immature sometimes making it
doubly hard by acting as a sibling rival rather then a father.
have less time to devote solely to the husband.

Mothers

They are unable to

participate in as many mutual activities as before.

The wife in particular has the following adjustments to make:
1.

Loss of mobility--she can't leave the home at will as she
11

used to.

1 can 1 t come, he 1 ll be asleep then .

that's when he's
baby sitter."
too often.

li~ble

to be hungry .

I 1 m sorry, but

. I'll see if we can get a

Most couples this early in life can't afford baby sitters

Only a willing grandma can ease the burden .

Women need adult

companionship and this, too, is lessened as she becomes involved with

caring for the baby .
2.

Disruption of routines--because the child must now begin his

adjustment to the outside world, he is irregular and unpredictable .

The

average mother finds her sleep disrupted, her meals disturbed just at
a time when she hasn 1 t fully recovered from the labors of childbirth .

She may be chronically tired, exhausted, unable to keep up, and mentally
discouraged.

3.

Expansion of housework--housework is doubled.

Feeding seems to

be one of the most important aspects of child care, both to the mother

in terms of the time it take s, and to the infant in terms of how it is
handled.
4.

Anxiety about the child's welfare--the heaviest responsibility

is not time or money, but the skill needed to handle and help the child.
No amount of experience with other people's children can prepare one
for this r e sponsibility, which is the ultimate development of the child.
Later child ren benefit from the mother's growing self-confidence, but
th e f irst child suffers.

The child feels this anxiety and often responds

with a physical ailment such as col ic.
In a report for the National Conference on Family Life , Rowland
(4o) desc ribed an ideal couple ab out to have their first child and

i n vites us into their home and their lives .

We follow this family

f rom the birth of this first child to the next 30 months of life, stopping for mor e children on the way .

In this biographical sketch he points

ou t many of the areas of adjustme nt that a young couple must make as

they begin parenthood, and shows, through Jim and Mary, how they might
best be handled.

He ha s also includ ed some of the Scott's neighb ors who

are hav ing adjustments of their own t o make, and through them the r eader
is able to see what might happen , what serious problems can and do arise
if the couple is not able t o adapt to one another and their growing
family .
List ed below are some of th e problems that Rowland suggests would
confront just such a couple .

1.

Agreement on discipline--how, what kind, and when .

2.

Reconciling conflicting conceptions of the mother role held

by the moth e r herself, by her husband , th e ir parental families, and their
associates.
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3.

Mother must assume responsibility of caring for the children.

4.

Mother must find a balan ce in meeting the demands of the

child ren, the expectations of her husband, and her commitments as a
person.
5.

Being flexible enough to reorganize the family routines to

meet the changing needs of the family as the chi ldr en grow and change.
6.

Reconciling the conflicting conceptions of the father role .

7.

Father must assume the r es ponsibilit y for providing for the

family .

B.

Father must reorganize his work and recreation routines in

terms of the needs of his wife, his children, and the family unit.
9.

Sharing in the physical and emotional care of the children

so that each ge ts some time off.
10.

Both recognizing and meeting their own growth needs as persons

using resources within and outside the family (but giving up those which
are not compatible with parenthood).
11.

Both learning to enjoy the rich satisfactions of parenthood

and using them for the enhancement of the marriage.

12 .

Maintaining the companionable, creative partnership through

confiding, reassuring, and mutua ll y supporting one another.
13.

Facing problems and developing problem-solving processes

through democratic interaction .

14.

Must participate in community life by identifying with such

organizations as church, social citizenship interest, school groups,

etc.
15.

Be aware of some of the dangers such as health, housing,
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finances, imba lanc e of work and play, emo tional firew ork s, outside
interference and pres su r e, etc., and still be optimi s tic .

Discussi ng the bab y crisis from a new angle, Mace (36) asks us to
r e-examin e ou r reasons for pos tp oning it.

He feels that the fact of

t he crisis itself strengthens, rathe r than weakens the case for early
paren th ood because all the possibl e dangers of this time grow in intensity, he says, as par enthood is delayed and the couple settles down
to a marriage which includes no bassinet.

The cri sis a ri ses l arge l y

beca us e th e coming of th e baby break s up the established pattern of
married living and compels the couple t o sha pe a new regime wh i ch inc l udes the chi ld's needs.
agreed.

On this point all of our authors so fa r have

Howeve r, Mace goes on to add that later parenthood subs tantially

adds to the number of cha nges that must be made .
The next group of authors is included fo r their dis cussion of parenthood from th e individ ual's r ole- concept point of view .

Pr eviously we

have been co nc e rned with parenthood as a crisis t o the fami l y unit, or
in o th e r words , the coup l e and their marriage.

This sec ti on now will

treat th e fact of fatherhood and motherhood as thefatherand mother see
themselves, as they see each othe r , and as soc i ety sees them.

Malinowski (37) points out some of the cu ltural and bi ologica l
as pec t s of each as they a r e viewed by their soc ieti es.

Some tribes

regard the mo ther as the only paren t r elated to th e chi ld by virtue of

the bo nd of bod y and blood.

Maternal kinship is exclusive, since th e

mother's bro th er is head of the f amily, and the fath e r is disc onne cted
from any kinship with th e child .

Again , i n another community the kin-

ship is tra ced in the pa t e rna l line, the mo th er hav ing ver y littl e
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influence over the legal affairs of the household and no inf luence in
the determination of descent.

In still other cultures the mother is

regarded merely as the soil that receives the seed, while the father
is considered as the only real procreative agent.

In spite of these

various sociological views, maternity is throughout the world the most
dramatic and spectacular as well as the most obvious fact in the propagation of the species.

Nowhere do we find an exception to the rule

that
. . . it is the women who have to undergo a period of hardship and discomfort; she alone has to pass thr ough a crisis
of pain and danger and in fact risk her own life in order
to give life to another human being. Her connection with
the child, who remains for a long time part of her own body,
is intimate and integral. It is associated with physiological
effects and strong emotions, it culminates in the crisis of
birth, and it extends naturally into lactation. (37, pp. 24-25)
What about the father?
a drone.

Biologically his role is similar to that of

His task is to impr eg nate the female and then to disappear.

Yet our society has given him a far more important role than that.

fact, th e father is regard ed by tradition as indispensible.

In

No child

should be brought into the world without a man to assume the role of
sociological father, that is, gua rdian and protector, the male link between the child and the rest of the community.
We see thus that individual paternity,as well as individual
maternity, is established by a whole series of customs and
rites; that, although maternity is t he more important biological
fact, both parents are connected with the child through a cul-

turally determined relationship . This cul tural relationship,
however, is not artificial , in the sense that it should be
independent of natural inclination . The traditional usages, the
taboos, the magical rites, which in an anticipatory manner secure
the welfare of the child, express the natural emotions of both
parents. Wherever observations on the subjective side of the
question have been made, it has anticipated that they are interested in it from the moment of its birth, that they bestow on it
the tenderest cares and most lavish affection during infancy .
(37, p. 26)
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In direct opposition to Malinowski, Brody (10) has this to say
about the female 1 s "natural inclinations 11

•

In the expe riments related to maternal behavior of subhuman species there appears at this time to be no evidence
of any instinctive maternal capacity in females; that is,
of any mechanism that serves to effect complex acts of
mothering without prior experience or training and without
knowledge of the purposes of the acts.

On the contrary, mater-

nal behavior of lower organisms as well as of mammals appears
to depend closely upon cumu lative sensory and social experiences .
The indications are that care of the young develops out of
mutual excitations of mother and infant; that there is much
individual variation in all aspects of mothering, and not infrequently protective behavior is strikingly absent; that
primiparas are generally more awkward or frightened than multiparas . . . (10, p. 31)
Brody theorized that the "maternalness" of a mother could be determined by the manner in which she attended to her infant's feeding needs .

With this as a basis for observation and evaluation, 128 mothers and
infants were observed for four-hour periods.

She commented on the gross

lack of investigators who have concerned themselves with the mothers
themselves as persons who have particular tasks and particular conflicts.

Brody compares several c ultures and their standards of childrearing .

We

might conclude that methods of feeding and weaning are indicative of the
attitude and the culture determines this attitude, not instinct.

What

we call instinct, then, could be simply a matter of role definition.
There are those who would r ely on the concept of physiological capacity
to explain maternal adaptive behavior and those who are more apt to
place emphasis on the rol e of experimental learning.

The earliest systematic study of maternal rejection was
done by Newell (1934) who for his purposes defined it in
terms of the mother's statement that the birth of her child
was unwelcome. This expressed r e jection occurred more frequently for male than for female infants; the main specific
cause of it was fear of bad inheritanc e, and the most important single cause was the mother's unhappy adjustment to her
marriage. (10, p. 58).
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It was noted that mothers are strikingly unprepared emotionally
for pregnancy, childbirth, and infant care.
Smart (47) describes the mother's feelings after giving birth to
her first child as awed, proud, happy, annoyed, overwhelming responsibility, and a weeping jag on the third or fourth day probably due to the
return of enough physical strength to contemplate the future but not
enough to cope with it.

She likewise describes the fathers as feeling

lonesome, relieved, pushed aside, helpless, and loaded with responsibility.
Wolf (54) claims a father usually must wait a few years before he
gets real pleasure from his children .

He may have wanted children in

theory, but he has probably never realized what it would be like when
this strange, demanding creature actually arrived and took over the
house.

For him, home seems to be suddenly transformed into a woman's

world where he counts for little.

She cautions that although a man

needs a home, part of him at least rebels if he suspects that this
intense domesticity is to be all there is to marriage and to living .

She challenges that men and women make a deliberate effort to keep
their interest in one another and in the outside world more actively
alive than ever.

Anxiety brought about by the conflicts between a woman's conscious
needs on the one hand, and the various roles expected of her by society

on the other is the basic problem of the "trapped housewife" according
to Gray (24).

In dealing with this problem, the author used mothers of

run- abouts be t ween the ages of 3 and 8 years.

Supposing that their

children would be well taken care of by someone else for a few hours
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each da y, they were asked how many hours per week day and per week
end they wou ld like to s pend just with their children.

For the res t

of their leisure time they could choose between homemaking, cooking,
sewi ng, outside job, reading, writing, painting, and other creative

pursuits.

The 203 mothers yielded a mean of six hours per day.

These

were not women who had a career to conflic t with their motherly duties.
The conflict here is between the fulfillment of the role of devoted
mother versus the need for self- development.

The latter, though a human

right, is cons idered selfish if desired by mothers, and is attended by
feelings of guilt.
In agreement with the above findings is Bettelheim (6) who has
found that mothers are discovering that to be a mother is not a snap.

"One always has the idea that children are so nice to have and no

trouble at al l , but it ' s just a nice theory .
en t.11

The reality is much differ-

Bettelheim discusses mother-child problems with moth ers and some-

times offers solutions.

Other times, however, he simply commends them

for their courage in recognizing the ir problem, and in discussing it,
even though there seems to be no solution.

The real value of his class

where groups of women meet together and discuss their problems is perhaps the sharing of feelings and airing of emotions that oth erwise would
have caused guilt feelings and oth er damaging effects.
It would seem, from the above, that the role of mother does not

always come naturall y to all women as we might have supposed.

After

interviewing 69 fathers, 3 1 before the birth of their first child and
15 after the birth, Bernstein and Cyr (5) raise the same question about
the role of father.

Their question was, How do young men, some ou t of
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college but not well established occupationally, some still in debt
for furniture and the like, usually anticipating an unplanned baby,
face their first experience of fatherhood?

The sample consisted of

fathers who were above average in education but still in the low income
bracketand some still studying.

Most of the pregnancies were unplanned.

The discussions during interviews included such topics as: general information about pregnancy; environmental subjects such as finances,

housing, study and work schedules, etc.; feelings related to parenthood; stability of marriage, self concepts; past personal history .
They found that most of the problems mentioned both before and
after the baby were emotional rather than environmental .

Age, educa-

tion, race, and whether or not the pregnancy had been planned did not
seem to have any bearing on whether they expressed concern about problems.

Cultural differences showed up occasionally when it concerned

who should care for the baby.

Some of the most common problems men-

tioned during post - partum interviews were such things as housing,

burden of heavy study and work schedules, financial worries, disturbed
sleep, lack of quiet

or privacy for study, growing irritability on the

part of the mother at being left alone so much, and her concern about
his seeing so little of the baby, insufficient recreation for the husband and wife together .

The mothers reported a decline in the father's

interest about two months after birth.

In most cases the problems

seemed less pressing after the actual birth than before the baby came .
However, some of the fathers described the early weeks of the baby's
life as a "nightmare" with the constant crying, the tension of the

parents, and their fatigue and discouragement.
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In summary Bernst ein and Cyr have concluded that the early days
of paren thood can present severe problems to the new father as well as
to the mother.

Even though thes e problems may be very normal and

eventually s e lf- adjusting, and are frequently accompanied by feelings
of deep satisfaction in parenthood, the arrival of a baby can neverthel ess set tensions in motion in the mother and the father both separately
and in relation to each other which can have serious consequences for

the new famil y.
The Encyc lopedia of Educational Research (22) has a different
rep or t to make.

Under the section headed " Family" (p . 512), Chance gives

us his findings as he mad e comparisons of the interpersonal functioning

of mother, father, and child in the course of treatment at the Child
Study Center.

He found that fathers tend to be more preoccupied with

fami ly relationships than moth e rs and that mothers were more rejecting
of their children than were fath e r s.

In the same vein, Tasch (48)

reported that fathers participat ed actively in routing dail y care and
conside red ch ildrearing as part of their role .

In this study, 544

mothers and 85 fathers were asked what they considered to be the satisfactions and problems of child rearing .

The fathers thought of themselves

as companions and child rearers while the mothers appeared to consider
th e fathers largely in the role of companions.

Tasch's findings imply

that role-typing may restrict the fullest pot ential of the parent .
Who is to say which is the true picture of the father in the family?
Perha ps Elder (21) is right when she suggests that conceptions of fatherhood are changing from the traditional to the developmental types .

She

also suggests that larger samples be used when studying this problem and
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that we take into consideration geographic location, religious differences, c lass, and education, intimating, as did Brody (10), that concepts of fatherhood and motherhood

are cultural and not instinctive.

On the basis of 32 interview she demonstrates the differences between
the traditional and developmental fathers.

Of the 32 fathers, 19 were

classified as traditional, the other 13 developmental .

She defined the

terms in the following manner:
Traditional Mother

Traditional Father

keeping house,
taking ca re of children
physically,
training chil d to regularity,
disciplining,
making the child good

same, with supporting
family added.

Developmental Mother

Developmental Father

For both, training the child for self-reliance and citizens hip,
seeing to emotional well-being, helping child develop socially,
providing for child's mental growth, guiding with understanding and relating self lovingly to child, and being a calm,
cheerful, growing person one 's self .
(21, pp. 16-1 7) '
While the deve l opmental and traditional fathers were not significantl y different in a number of the variables concerning attitudes
toward their children , there were a few pronounced differences worth
mentioning.

The developmental fathers tended to answer and encourage

questions more, they encouraged and looked forward to the child's
maturation and adult fulfillment, there was a higher percentage who
felt that the greatest satisfaction of fatherhood was en j oy ing the companionship of the children rather than . the satisfaction of providing for
them, and more developmental fathers fe lt that a father was important to
his ch ildren at all ages rather than just during adolescence.
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Summary.

In summary it might be said that all of th e authors

above recognize that parenthood can, and often does, constitute a crisis.

The definitions of a crisis have varied only slightly, and all seem to
indicate instability of marriage, disorganization in th e first few months

of the infant ' s life, and unpreparedness on the part of th e parents.

All

have intimated that ther e is a need f or further study of the problem.
It is obvious that parenthood may be a fulfilling, rewarding experience,
but nevertheless a difficult one for most.

On this, all are agreed .

Whether the individual parent's att itud e toward and me thod of child rea ring is instinctive or a function of the society from which they come is

not universally agreed.

There is a third possibility .

It may be that

the way a parent feels about his child and having children, and about
his role as a parent is such an individual thing there can be no single

pattern.

Th e formula may be as elusive as the personality itself, and

just as complex.
Pregnancy
Pregnancy is a unique experience for the young couple in and of

itself and perhaps should be discussed apart from the pare nthood section.
Norma l problems of everyday lif e suddenly become very acute to the coup l e
anticipati ng a child and especially the pregnant woman.

What might norm-

ally be classified as acute problems loom in front of them as disastrous
and insurmountable.

Some authors dea ling with the problems of family

life such as Wallin and Riley (52) , feel that the emotional state of th e
mother during this per iod· has a definite effect on the unborn child and
so perhaps is as important to the family as the crisis adjustment after
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the birth.

The research on this problem could have been approached in

any of several ways as mentioned by Wallin and Riley, but be cause of the
almost certain possibility that few mothers would admit, even to thems e lves, that they did not want and love their children, the investigators
used a type of questionnaire r e l y ing on construct validity .

The theoret-

ical construct assumed is that the a ttitud e of the mother to the expected
child is consistent with he r attitude toward the child when born, and
that most lay pe rsons regard naus ea, vomiting, and other pregnanc y dis-

orders to be predominantl y or ganic in origin r a ther than a mental r eac tion
to pregnancy .
There is some agreement in th e literature that a disturb ed
reaction to the experience of pregnancy i s indicative of anxiety
about,or a wish to avoid the consequences of pregnancy. Giles,
Mengert, and Wasman have no ted that nausea and vomiting are. co-

incident with knowl edge of pr egnancy.

Giles observed that morning

sickness was more frequent in unmarri ed than in married mothers

although the diff e r ences he reports are not statistically significant. Robertson f ou nd that disturbed sexual functioning and
excess ive mother attachment were s i gnificantly correlat ed with
th e occurrence of nausea and vomiting in preg nanc y. In sofar
as the se characteristics indica t e a negative at titude t o ma rriage,
Robertson's findings may be taken as evidence of an association
between pregnancy reactions a nd acceptance of motherhood since

the woman who rej ects th e r o l e of wife may also reject the rol e
of mo ther. Des pres in a s tudy of 100 pregnant ma rri ed women
found t hat those who were not hap py with the fact of their pregnancy we r e significantly more apt to experience nausea and
vomiting (and to experience naus ea over a longer peri od of time)

than women favorably dispos ed toward their pregnancy . (52 , p. 140)
Anonymous questionnaires were administered .

The groups studied con-

s isted of 63 mothers with one child under two years of a ge, and 37 mothe rs
with two chi l dren, th e younger be ing under two years of age.
mothers were excluded.

Pr egnant

All the mothers lived in a student housing pr oj ect

a nd all were in a similar age range with a similar educational background .
Re ligious affiliation differed but was considered immaterial since
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religious aff iliation was fou nd t o have no relation t o any of the r e levan t va riables .

The questions asked we r e all similar t o the following

examples :
1.

Did you go out t o v i s it peopl e le ss during your pregna ncy

than before ?
2.
it last?
3.

Did you have any nau sea when you were pregnant?

How long did

When did it start?
Did you have more or f ewe r headaches when pregnant than you

had before you became pr egnant ?
4.

We r e there any foods you couldn't stand during pregnancy? etc.

The r e we r e 16 such questions .

The questionnaire a ls o con tained

13 questions pertaining t o the infant' s adjustment such as:
1.

To what extent has your bab y had tr ouble with:

not ea ting

enough?
2.

eating t oo much?

3.

too few bowel movements?

4.

not being able to ho ld his food down?

5.

gas pains?

Although the findi ngs demonstrated no sig nificant co rre l a tion
between infant and pr egnancy adjustment

scores of the 63 one-child

mothers, they did show a significant score diff e renc e be tween infant and
pregnancy adjustmen t

in two-child mothers .

A mother's attitude t oward

her second pregnancy was fou nd to be posi tively r elated t o good or poor
adjustment o f the baby after its arrival.

The authors explained this

by speculating on th e cultural behavior surrounding childbirth.

Women

who are pregnant for th e first t ime ar e usually surrounded with special
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attentions offered by the joyful husband, relatives, and friends, and
it is this attention that probably counteracts any lack of enthusiasm
in the prospective mother.

When the second child comes along this

welcoming behavior is almost entirely absent, especially when the first
child was a boy.

Another disturbing factor for some may be the threat

of breaking the love attachment with the first child, or the increased
financial hardship anticipated because of the second pregnancy, al l of
which could add up to resentment of the unborn child and a consequent
poor adjustment.
Landis and Landis (29) also consider the psychology of the pregnancy
important, for both the expectant mother and the father.

Although they

make no mention of its possible effects on the infant, they do conclude
that it can strong l y affect the husband-wife relationship .

Besides the

obvious physical changes that take place in a pregnant woman, there are
also a number of not quite so obvious psychological changes that are
common.

Landis and Landis argue that these changes can be positive or

negative ones, depending upon whether the child was planned for and
desired or unplanned for and undesired, and in either case there seems
to be a decrease in sexual desire in most women which in itself can cause

marital problems if the husband does not understand the reason nor appreciate its temporary nature .

He may react by being critical and irritable

toward his wife and she may feel herself to be a "semi-invalid" and demand

pampering, be irr itable herself, and generally hard to live with.

She

may be emotional and touchy about her condition and pick out the slightest indication that her husband is embarrassed about being seen with her.
On the other hand, the authors admit that many women naturally feel a
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sense of well-being when pregnant and report that they actually look
better, with the exception of the ir figures.

And many husbands feel

that their wives are actually as attractive or more than usually attractive to them during pregnancy.

Some men become more considerate and

protective, assuming an even more masculine role than before.

If this

were the case, then the pregnanc y experience could be an enjoyab le one
fo r both prospective parents and rathe r than create tension and strain

in their r e lationship, it might enhance it.
Sears, Maccoby, and Levin (45) were concerned with the importance
of the mother's attitude during pregna ncy when they interviewed 379
mothers and asked them to mark on a continuum how they fe lt when th ey
first learned they were pregnant.

While 68 percent were e ither pl eased

or de lighted, the remaining 32 pe rcent range d from "some reserva tions to
displeased"; no bright spots invo lved.

The ones who were pl eased stated

that to wait until you could afford a baby was ridiculous; the others
almost all depended on low income for a reason not t o be pleased .
authors found that the attitude of the mother depended upon:

The

the

ordina l position of the child--those having a first child are more apt
to be pleased; the distance betwee n children--the greater the distance
between two children, the more apt to be delighted; the sex of th e ex isting children- -seemed more likely to be pleased

~ith

the pregnancy if

they were s till trying for a boy; next happiest were thos e with all

boys but trying for a girl; and l eas t happy we re those who alread y had
one of each sex.

The mother's age· was test e d but was found to have no

bearing on the degree of enthusiasm felt.

In the area of pe rs onal adjust-

ment, those who had high esteem and affection for the husband seemed
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happier about the pregnancy, and those who had low self-esteem tended
t o be the same ones who didn't want children in the first place.

There

was no indication that those mothers who had to quit work because of
the pregnancy rejected their pregnancy any more so than did mothers who
had never worked or who didn't care for their jobs .

The trend seemed

t o be that those mothers who had been enthusiastic about their ''careers''

were equally as enthusiastic about motherhood .

The key seemed to be

their general satisfaction with life.
Finally the authors attempted to correlate the mother's attitudes
while pregnant with her degree of warmth and affection when the infant
was actually there and again 5 years later when he was a pre-school e r .
It was found that only a very slight relationship exists between attitudes
toward the unborn and the infant, and even less between the unborn and the

pre-schooler.

There was a high correlation,

however, between the attitude

toward the infant and the attitude toward the same child as a pre-sch oo l e r
(greater than . 01).

The same va riables were tested for attitude toward

the infant as were discussed previous l y conce rning pregnanc y attitude :
ordinal position and sex of the child--the first child did not elicit
any more warmth from the mother after arrival than did later children,
though girls seemed to have gleaned more than boys; distance between
children--no difference after arrival than before; sex of existing children--same as discussed for pregnancy attitude; mother's age--the older a

mother was, the warmer she was toward the child, except if it were the

first, then her age made no differenc e .

Her personal adjustment affected

her attitude toward the infant in the same way it had affected her attitude toward the pregnancy .
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To determine the relationship between intent toward the first conce ption as well as certain factors in the wife's background with the
physical and emotional experience of pregnancy was the purpose of a
study done by Landis, Poffenberger, and Poffenberger (30).

The sample

used in this study was 212 students' wives living in barrack-apartments
on the Michigan State College campus in the spring of 1949 .
who each had only one child under

2~

The mothers,

years of age, were divid ed into

three groups accord ing to their responses t o a questi onnaire.

One group

consisted of 81 mothers who had tried to avoid pregnancy, the second
grou p of 55 who were indifferent, and the last group of 76 who had planned conception.

The younger wives, ages ranging from late teens to 22

years of age, were found more often among the group who tried to avoid
conception (P > .01) .

Highly related to intent toward conception was the

wife's role at the time of conception (P > . 01).

Those enrolled in school

to complete their degrees were most regre tful, those working outside the

home were next, and those who had been a t home only were least.

This

l atte r group was more often found among those who planned the pregnancy .
The most significant emotional factors noted were the initial reaction

to the knowledge of conception, the deg ree of emotional upset , and the
d egree of happiness in the ear ly part of the pregnancy.

Among those who

had tried to avoid pregnanc y, an increase in the level of emotiona l upset
was r eco rded during the first trimester (significant at the

. 01 level).

The other two groups also had an increase but it was slight and insignificant.

Although 55 . 1 percent experienced nausea some of the time

during the first part of the pregnancy, 26.5 percent during the midpoint,
and 15 percent in the latt er part, there was no relationship between the
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nausea and the intent-nonintent groups.

Fear of childbirth and worry

ove r the childwerenot related to the groups either, though 63.2 percent of the entire sample experienced this.

(Note that these findings

are not in accord with Wallin and Riley.)
Thompson (49) also became concerned with the attitude of the primiparas, lamenting the fact that physicians have been so concerned with
the physical needs of the mother and child they most often ignore the
equally important emotional climate.

He suggested that women having

their first child need psychiatric care just as much as they need
physical care.

He interviewed 100 pregnant women attending a prenatal

c linic in the New Haven Hospital, October 1938.

He found that all of

them had some emotional problems such as marital adjustment, sexual
adjustment, poor living conditions, and attitude toward pregnancy, which

were not conducive to a good marital relationship nor to the birth of a
healthy, wanted child.
A Pregnancy Research Qu es tionnaire was given to volunteers of
three groups in a study by Edward (20).

Fifty were unwed with an age

mean of 19 . 5 years, education of 11 .7 years .

Fifty were primigrav ida

from a low income bracket with an age mean of 19.7 years, education mean

of ll.l years.

And, 50 were multigravida of a low income with an age

mean of 25.3 years, education of 10.7 years .
with each other for:

These women were compared

1) p sychosoma tic anxiety befo~e and during pregnancy;

2) amount of nausea recalled before and claimed during pregnancy; 3) sleep
disturbances recalled before and claimed during pregnancy; and, 4) attitudinal differences concerning the pregnancy.
As might be expected, the unwed women expressed less desire for
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pregnancy, less maternal feeling, and less nausea during pregnancy then

either the primigravida or multigravida.

They overtly expressed more

depression and withdrawal and saw the maternal role as being less ascendant than the primigravida .

When the primigravida and multigravida were

compared, primigravida were younger, expressed a greater desire for
pregnancy, expressed greater fears for the coming baby, were less irrit-

able, and reported a greater degree of marital happiness .

In all but one

case a correlational analysis demonstrated a significant tendency for
psychosomatic anxiety, nausea, sleep disturbances as recalled before
pregnancy to be related to the overt expression of the same factors

during pregnancy for all women.

All of the women also exhibited a sig-

nificant increase in these factors during pregnancy.

Treat and Fund (50) stress the importance of a good marital relationship before the child is even conceived if the experience of pregnancy and
parenthood is not to pull them apart.

If the foundation is a good one,

they add, these experiences can draw the couple closer together .

Most

couples marry because they love each other, not because they have a
conscious intent of raising a family .

Some marry with the feeling that

if children come soon, that's all right, and if they don't come soon

they will come later .

Our authors

caution that the problem begins when

two people marry with the intent not to have children for awhile, until
that college degree is earned, or that savings account gets a little
healthier .

There are many reasons for postponing children, but if the

methods of postponement do not work, and the baby does come, there are
four attitudes that the couple may choose from:
l.

both accept the baby
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2.

both reject the baby

3.

father accepts, mother rejects

4.

mother accepts, father rejects

While the first is most common, the o ther three trouble-makers are
numerous .

The authors suggest that good prenatal care for psycholog-

ical reasons as well as physical, for both the mother and father would
be most helpful .

They suggest that one of the most effective devices

is g roup therapy in the form of prenatal classes for husbands and wives
in the same situation for the purpose of learning specific information
concerning child care, sharing problems and fears, and gaining support
from one another.

Summary.

It is apparent now that much like the experience of

parenthood, that of pregnancy can be a positive or a negative one, depending on a number of related factors or variables, and that this experience,
whichever type it may be, also affects the parents' attitudes toward the
infant after it is born and affects their own attitudes toward parenthood in genera l .

This in turn influences the marr iage relationship, the

type and amount of affection shown the child and the childrearing practices to be adopted by the family .
it.

One block builds upon the one before

This period of time, then, is far more important to the well-being

of the parents, the marriage, and the child than has previously been
suspected.

And this is especial l y true of "first - timers . "

Marital

problems after parenthood often begin with the emotional changes during
pregnancy.
Our authors have agreed that there are some basic factors that contribute to t he positi ve or negative aspect of the pregnancy expe rienc e .
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For instance, all women experience some increase in either the amount

or degree of emotional upset during this period .
haps helps decide its importance to the future.

How it is handled perAlmost all women, when

pregnant for the first time, go through a period of worry and even fear
concerning the child and their own well-being .

Again, the intensity of

the fear and how it is dealt with make the difference .

While there seems

to be little agreement upon the cause and importance of nausea common to
so many pregnant women, some interesting findings have resulted from
various studies done on the problem .

One author claims it is a symptom

of mental unrest pointing to rejection of the unborn child, while others
say there is no such relationship.

The concluding author of this section

stressed the importance of marital stability before conception even takes
place .

There have been numerous other factors mentioned such as age of

the mother, original position of the unborn, sex of the previous children-all environmental circumstances which when lumped together may be worthy
of notice .

Sexual adjustment after fi r st child
Of the many aspects of a husband- wife relationship, perhaps one
of the hardest to research is sexual compatibility .

Even in our enlight -

ened age many men and women are still hesitant about discussing this
problem even with each other;

for this reason the information in this

area is more limited than any other .

Landis, Poffenberger, and Poffen-

berger (30) did a study of the effects of the first pregnancy on sexual
adjustment which should prove to be pertinent to the present study .
Their sample of 22 1 couples lived in student housing at Michigan State
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College with children or a child no older than 2\ years of age.

All

of the husbands were full-time students and about half of the wives
had had some college education.
anonymous questionnaire.

The study was done as an interview-

The couples were asked the question,

' ~hat

effec t, if any , did pr egnancy have upon your sexual adjustment?"

Their

answers were compa r ed to resp onses of a question rating sexual adjust-

ment during three periods of marriage: before pregnancy, during pregnancy,
and since the birth of the child.

Because it was thou ght that outside

factors might influence the degree of sexual adjustment, the coup les
were also asked questions concerning contraceptive methods if used, the
planning of pregnancy or lack of it, the effect of the pregnancy on the
mother's health, and the possibility that fear of another pregnancy inhibited sexual desire.

They concluded that those who had a good sexual

adjustment before pregnancy generally had a good adjustment during pregnancy and follow ing the birth of the child .

In a few cases pregnancy

eithe r increased or decreased their sexual adjustment after pregnancy.
As each trimester of the pregnancy passed, more and more couples reported
a decrease in sexual desire .

The general level of sex desire was reported

to be somewhat lower after the birth of the child as compared to before
pr egnancy .

There was reported a relationship between confidence in th e

contraceptive being used and better sexual adjustment following the birth
of the child .

Thus, it would seem that fear of another pregnancy and

childbirth was a factor in hindering good sexual adjustment .

They also

found that wives who experienced better health during pregnancy adjusted
better to sex relations after the birth than did those who were in poor
health during the period .
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Marriage adjustment
There is a gr eat deal of information about marriage adjustment,
much of which is vital to unde rstanding of the young par en t .

The impor-

tance of a good, sound marria ge re lation s hip before the ad ven t of a child
ha s al r eady been mentioned in prev ious sec ti ons of this chapter .

The

pr ob l em of marriage adju s tment itself is probably as compl ex as parenthood.

Many of the variabl es are the same, suc h as:

rea sons fo r marrying,

religious affiliation, persona l ity traits, age and health of the individ uals, and economic pos iti on.

It is the task o f this review t o answer the

question, "What constitutes a happy marriage and what factors detract
f rom good marital adjustm en t ?"

De fining ma rital adjustment as "th e ex t e nt to which a husband a nd

wife ha ve d e veloped harmoni ou s , effec tive, mu tually satisfying be ha v io ral
pa t terns that are conduc ive to optimum psychological growth , " Aller ( l)
attempted to find the correlation betw ee n this adju s tment and financial
problems, chi ldrearing probl ems , academic achievement, and certa in traits
or characteris tics of the couple.

Her sample included 100 coup l es,

married fewe r than 11 yea r s, having one or both spouses enrolled at the
University of Idaho during fall semester, 1960 .

The marital adjustment

scores were obtained individuall y by means of the Marital Adju s tme nt Tes t
by Lo c ke and Wallace, with no chan ce for spouse collaborati on .

Th e per -

sona lit y characte risti cs were classifit!.d t hr o ugh the Cali fornia Ps ycho -

logical Inventory by Gough.

The interviewees were assured of anonymity

and e ncouraged t o be frank with their answe rs on the inventories and

questionnaires.

Fifty-seven percent of the men and 62 percen t of the

women r e po rted at lea st on e problem in th ei r marital relati onshi p cau sing
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serious difficulties.

The six mentioned most o ften were subborness,

nagging or criticism by spouse, in-laws, selfishness, jealousy, and

spouse doing less than his or her share of the "family chores."

Of

those who had children while still attending school, increased financial
load was the most frequently mentioned problem.

For this group other

related problems were also frequently mentioned, such as:

getting a

baby sitter, limited time for enjoy ing children, homestudy more difficult,
less time for study, increased duties, can't attend activities together,
and so on.

Parent subjects experienced guilt feelings ar1s1ng from
lack of time for their own families and anxieties concerning
the effect of parent substitutes on the children. Whether
this has a harmful effect on the child or children is debatable,
but it seems to be a disturbing element in some student marriages,
either because the mother resents not being able to complete her
schooling or because she would prefer to stay home and care for
her child. (1, p. 615)
The resulting sacrifice of companionship was not conducive to optimum

development of togetherness in husband-wife relationships.
Of personality traits, self-control and responsibility were found to
be positively and significantly related to marital adjustment .
It has been suggested that children in the home keep the parents
together, acting as a cementing factor or a common interest .

This theory

has perhaps stemmed from the fact that the divorce rate is much higher
among childless couples than among those with children.

Landis and Landis

(29) argue that this result proves the opposite t o be true .

Couples have

children because they are well adjusted to one another and want children;
they are not adjusted because they have children.
Some people are emotionally and temperamentally unsuited
to be parents for the same reasons that they cannot adjust
happily in the married state. An emotionally unstable
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spouse can wreck a marriage whet her children are present
or not. If there are children, the complications are
gr eater. (29, p. 442)

The authors state that most people who marry hope to have children
eventual ly but plan to wait a few yea rs before having the first child.
They refer t o two studies done at Cornell University by Anderson and
also by Rockwood and Ford who reported that the highest percentage of
those interviewed planned t o have their first chi ld sometime in the
second year of marriage, and the highest percentage of those already
married did have the first child after 31 to 33 months of marriage.
The reasons they gave for their preferment were:

need to become adjusted

to each other, and lack of desire to be tied down to the responsib i lities
of parenthood too early in their marriage .

Landis and Landis list as the

most common reasons they found for postponing children:
l.

Financial instability--some people feel it is not fair to

a chi ld to be born i nto a home that is financially unstable.
2.

Emotional immaturity of the couple --a vai labl e evidence suggest -

ing that happier marriages result if the couples have time to make the
early marital adjustments before the coming of the first child.

This

adjustment period varies greatly from one couple to the next .
Many young people feel that when they are ready to be married they
are automatically also prepared and qualified to rear children, without
any further training .

This indicates the naivete with which young

people enter into parentho od.

While much progress has been made in

educating these young people, there is still much to be done .

Even if

such training is offered, most young people still do not feel the need
to take advantage of such training , until the truth is forced upon them
by the arrival of a child.
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Sometimes husbands and wives who have lived together fo r
two or three yea rs and hav e worked out satisfactory relation-

ships in all areas are baffled to find, after the first baby
arrives, that new and unexpected differences arise, r equir-

ing readjustments in their relationships . The arrival of
the first baby is one of the first major occasions calling
for readjustments. (29, p . 448)
The arrival of the third pe rson in the house upsets the
status quo and again the couple must achieve a satisfactory

working arrangement.

The new interaction pattern involves

different roles for each. (29 , p. 449)
In the same book, Landis and Landi s discuss other factors (other
than children) wh ich can complicate marriage adjustment.

11

A marriage

can be no better than th e two personalities that go into it ."

They con-

e lud e that in the l ong run it is the personality traits of the marriage
partners that make the difference .

In an attempt to sum up with those

mos t important they have narrowed it down to three such

traits :

1) flexi -

bility, 2) ability to identify, 3) the desire and ability to work through
problems rather than ignore them or give up on them .

It is interesti ng

to note that these same traits are necessary fo r successful parenthood
as we ll.

Oth er, perhaps minor, factors which have been known

relationship t o happiness o r unhappiness in marriage are:

ha ve a

family back-

ground, occu pation of the husband, good health, age of marriage, and

emotiona l ma turity .

Reli gious affiliation was thought important enough

to discuss in a section of its own .
Research studies show that in general the presence of
a religious faith is ass ociated with more favorable chances fo r
marital success .

Studies covering approximately 25,000 marriages showed
that there were three times as many marital failures among those
with no religious affiliation as among those within given

r eligions. (29, pp . 321-322)
Landis and Landis feel that th ere are many aspects of the religious
philosophy which are compatible with marriage and family living.
on l y natura 1 that:

It is
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Those who desire a good mariage will want t o start with
eve r y possible advantage in favor of the success of the
marriage; the presence of co nstructive religious attitudes
will con tribute favorably to chances for success. Religious attitudes are often a key to the general personality pattern of an individual. This explains in part the
greate r success of marriages between those who have a
positive religious beli ef . (29, p. 32Q)

Another study done by Landis (27) was concerned only with the time
requi r ed to achieve marriage adjustment.

The sample, 792 married couples,

filled out information schedules in the presence of a field assistant.
The sample seemed to be biased, he reports, in the direction of superior

marital happiness but does represent a reasonably good cross section of
the urban and semiurban married population of California at the middle
and upper-middle cultural levels.

Landi s found a very close relation-

ship between the l ength of time r equired t o adjust in marriage and the
happiness of the marriage .

If couples failed to work out adjustment in

three or more of the problem areas they classified their marriage as
average or unhappy.

These problem areas , as they listed the were: first,

and hardest to reconcile, sex relations.

After this came spending the

family income, social activities and recreation, in-law relationships,
religion in the home, and associating with mutual friends.

Winch (53) handles the investigation on marriage adjustment in a
little different way.

He wanted to find the relationship between per-

sonality and marriage adjustment without danger of an established marriage
relationship contaminating the responses.

To do this he used in his

sample onl y engaged couples who we re not yet married and then did a
follow-up using the same couples after they had been married some time.
He found that his hypothesis concerning the personality-marriage adjustment
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relationship was a correct one and that the personalit y has a ca usal
effect on marital happiness rath e r than vice-versa.

Benson (4) apparently agrees with the conclusions of Landi s and
Winch when he states:
These find ings [meaning those of Burgess and Wallin which
he himself statistically analyzed] and those of o th e r s tudi es
sustain the conclU$i on that interests of an individua listi c,
pleasure - seeking character are, on th e average, hostile to

harmony and happiness in marriage a nd family living. In the
write r's opini on, it not infrequently happens that such
inte r es ts are ones which initially attract the couple together
and wh ich form the substance of their compan i onship. On the
other hand, the studies show that home, chi ldr en, love, and
r eligion are fa vo rable motivations for marriage . The role
of r e ligi on is understandable in v iew of its teachings that
home, chi ldren, and l ove are important interests for the

married couple t o have.

(4, p . 14 3)

Burgess and Cottrell (12) who studied 526 couples in a marital
adjustment res earch r eport that couples are happier and be tt e r adjusted
if they wa nt children, whether the y have them or not.
are t hose who desire children and get th em.

The next happi est

The third happies t are those

who do not desire t o have c hildre n and do not have any, and the fourth
in line of happiness and adjustment are those coupl es who did not want

children but have them anyway.
Summary .

In summarizing this section and relating it to the im-

mediate problem of this th es is three major points should be r ev iewed .
First, it is ev ident by th e discussions r e lated abov e that the young
ma rri ed d o have a number of problems with which to contend in th e ear l y

yea rs of their lives togeth e r .

These prob l ems can be e nhanced or dim-

inished, depending upon th e emo tional matur i t y and pe rsonality traits
of the individuals involved, but they must be dea lt with in some fashion .
Second, it also seems reasonable that while it is important to fu ture
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marital happiness for the couple to desire children, if a child comes
too soon in the marriage these problems mentioned above are only made

more difficult.

Third, the requirements for a happy marriage adjust-

ment are so similar to those requiring a happy parenthood adjustment
that it would seem an impossibility for one to take place without the
other.

In other wo rds, two ve ry unhappily married people cannot hope

to salvage their marriage and themselves by having a child and adding
to their adjustment problems .
Early marriages

Perhaps most closely related to marriage adjustment is the next
topic of discussion--that of early marriages.

Thus far we have dealt

with some of the problems involved when a young couple sets out to

start a new life with one another .

It has been pointed out that there

are many adjustments to be made in the first few years of this new life .

One might well ask, now, wou ld the problems be the same for those who
marry very early in life?

Does the current trend toward extremely early

marriage enhance or deteriorate the quality of the marriage?

Why are so

many of our young people turning to marriage years before their parents

did?

And, what are the characteristics of youthful marriages?

Perhaps

most important to this study, does a marriage of two very young people

provide the proper environment for the creation of stable family units?
Sussman reports from an article found in Population Bulletin (42)
dealing with this subject .

The article includes discussions from such

well known sociologists as Paul Glick and Margaret Mead as well as quotes
from the Bureau of the Census .

The evidence appears to indicate that
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ch il d ma rriage are not s t ab l e, nor are they "effective transmitt e rs
of the values so essential to a free and lasting culture. "

For in s tanc e,

the hi ghe st divorc e r ates come f r om women between the ages of 15 a nd 19
a nd t hose ages coming in second are not even close (23 .5 sepa r at i ons a nd
12. 6 divorces compared t o the next hi ghes t of 9 . 0 and 7.3, r espectively,
of the 20 and 24 age group).

Mea d suggests that even though these young

couples may be ideally sui t ed for one a no ther at the t i me, they are overwhe lmed by their own lack of se lf-id en tificat ion , never having found the
individuals who were themselves .
Burch inal (11), also, has attempt ed to answer some of th Ese que s tions in his ow n writings.

He defines youthful marriages as that mar ri age

which t akes place betwee n t wo peopl e when one or both have not y~t r eac hed
the ir 19th birthday.

He s ugges ts several reasons fo r th e incr ease in

ma r r ia ge rates among young peo pl e .

1.

The r easons he g i ves a r e :

Ref lection of th e insecurity of our times and a need to fi nd

someone to depend upon and trust .

2.

Pursuit of persona l happiness in which obligation of ma rriage

is not seen a s a burd en J but as a means of satisfaction .

3.

Encou ragement from th e contemp orary romantic and glamo rous

image of ma r r i age and unr ea listi c over- eva luation of marr i age..

4.

" Everybody else i s doing it . "

5.

Impact of pr evious wars and continuat i o n of the draft .

6.

Current reductio n o f ec onomic risk in marriage wi th th e wives

working, ex t e nd e d cr edit opportunitie s , gene ral prosperity, etc .
7.

Earlier dating, mo re serious dating relations at you nger years ,

acce l eration of adult status as refl ec ted in a ll advanced l eve ls of ac t ivities .
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8.

11

Forced " marriages becaus e of increased sexual stimulation

in mass media and inability or unwillingness to resist.

9.

An escape from unhappy home, school, or community s ituati on.

Pa rent -yo uth tension.

Burch i na l g i ves us a few characte r ist i cs of the youthful ma rriage ,
as well:
1.
"forced."
2.

From 18 percent to 56 per ce nt of all you thful marriages are
Of high school marriages, 87 perc e nt are

11

forced."

Traditionally, lower status persons have married earlie r than

midd l e or higher status pe rsons; however, there are also studies that

have a rgued with this supposed trend.
3.

You t hful marriages predominantly involve young girls and

thei r slightly older husbands .
4.

Young ma r riages are not gene rally elopements but reflect th e

character istics of the conventional wedding.

5.

You thful marriages are less satisfactory, generally, to the

participants and less stable than mar riages contracted by persons out
of their t eens , but the au t h or cautions against over-generalization of

the hazards of youthful marriages.

Burchinal

concludes with the state-

·.a.e nt that we cannot use age only as a criter i on for predicting mar riage
succ es s .
Perha ps many of th e conclusions made by Burchinal in th e article

mentioned above came fro m his study of 357 girls who had ma rri ed before
high school graduation.

The findings ar e much the same.

In thi s study

he a tt empted to find a relationship between the early ma rria ge and
parental relations, personality needs, and dating histories.

The most
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significant relationship did exist in the area of dating history.

The

married girls, in comparison to a group of control girls had started
dating and go ing steady younger and had more steady boyfriends, felt
they had been in love more frequently, and dated more seriously at all
ages .

The married girls were also found to be disproportionately i n the

lower social status.

Concerning divorce rates and educational l evel, th e facts, as

Glick and Carter (23) found them suggest that circumstances which encour age persons to continue successfully through high school or college and
to postpone ma r riage past teen age also discourage them from dissolving
their marriages by divorce.

In other words , higher e:ducational attdin-

ment is correlated with greater marriage sra ility .

Age-s tandardized marriage and dissolution rates computed
from the 1950 Census data provide ev idence that , on the average,
the most stable unions are those of women who complete college
and the least stable are those of women who drop out of high
school before graduation.! (23, p . 296)
They summarized by saying that pe rsons who discontinu e their education before high school graduation have lower incomes , higher rates of
~r riage

separation , divorce or widowhood, and have more than the ave ra ge

number of children.

There is heavy strain on these familie s due to

poorer health, need for larg er livin g quarters, and smaller lik e lihood
of assistance from the older ge nera tion .
Perhaps the study by Landi s and Landis (29 ) might 1:-e included here,
though their couples
far discussed.

w~re

slightly older than the h i gh school ma rried. so

This investiga tion was an attempt to dete rmi ne the success

of the college ma r riase which becdme so prevalent after World War JJ with
the advent of the G.I. Bill.

The authors found that 95 perce nt of the

1see Tables 8 7 and 102 in the Census Monogra p'l by Pa ,Jl C.
American Famili es, ~ew York : John Wiley and Sons , 1957 .

llck ,
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coupl e s studied were eith e r "ha ppy " or "very happy."

Becaus e it wa s

f e lt that these responses might ha ve been influ e nced by the fact tha t
the y were all still in r.he earl y years o f their marriage they were compared with othe r couples not in school who had been marri ed le.ss than
four years.

The divorce rate was lower than the usual among these

col l ege-educated couples.

The authors discuss some of the unique prob -

lems that married couples going to school may encounter.
l.

Willingness to g i ve up life a s a single stud e nt.

Two students

may be swept along by the tide and ge t married after a short pe riod of
a cquaintanceship without realizin g chey must now give up th e ir active
so cia 1 life.
2.

Readiness for parenthood .

Since the wif e usually work s to

put her husband through or is going t o school hers e lf , the coupl e usually
plans to postpone having: children f or a f ew y ea rs .

children do come , the coupl e
3.

~u s t

th e n r eor i e nt th ems e lves .

Willingne ss of hu s band t o h e l p wife

a re s o busy outside the home,

If unplanned for

~ ith e r

Be c ~ J se

ot h par tne rs

g oing to school or work i ng, it is

important tha t ea ch do his share of th e hou sew or k .

A hu sband ••h o thinks

h e is above he lping with the c h ildren , washin5 dishes , or scrub bing
floors and dema nds t.o be wa ited upon ca n be a problem to t:h e u rriag e .
The same holds true w t:h th e wif .. .

Both mu st be hard worke rs t o ma ke

th e ir household run smoothly .

4.

Pre ~ ~nt

incom~

and financi al ba ck1ng .

Somt parent s ar e wi l ling

to continue t o help pay for th e ir childre n ' s education even aft e r they
marry, but most parents hold wi t h the t raditional feeling that once t wo
people marry they are an indep e nd e nt fa mily un1t , their marriag e
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indicating that they no longer expect to depend upon parental help
or direction.

Many problems arise with in- laws if they are supporting

the couple for they ma y still think of their son or daughter as being
under their jurisdiction.

Martinson (39) found that ego deficiency on the part of the young
male who married shortly after high school showed up in ways such as
personal and social maladjustment more often than among th ose of the
same age who had remain ed single .

Personality, then, is a factor

closely r ela ted to age, es pe cial l y in the young.

Martinson's study does

not tell us, however, whether this relationship is one of cause or effect.

Moss and Gingles (40) did a study on the relationship of personality and early marriage by administering
. . personality scale and questionnaires to 3,456 gir ls
in th e ninth throu gh twelfth grades in small town Nebraska
high schools. Lat e r reports from school indicated that 313
girls married before their nineteenth birthday and 123
married at older ages . Comparisons between the original
data col lected from the two groups of gi rls indicated that
the girls who marry young we r e less stable, had l ess satisfactory relationships with their pare nts, and were more likely
to have dated earlier, had more serious dating relationships,
l ess frequently planned to attend college, and l ess frequently
rep orted their parents were desirous of their attending college,
though there were no apparent differences between the two
groups in the ability of parents to finance a college education.
(40, p. 373)
Summary .

It can be concluded, th en, that while age is on ly one

factor among many which affect the stability and happiness of a marriage,
it can be a crucial one.

While it may be true that many early marriages

do last and are happy ones, the trend, at least , is not a positive one,

and the chances of this being so are rath er slim .

The authors discussed

above have given us some reasons why thi s seems to be so.

Married

couples can expect to have problems to solve and adjustments t o make,
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but when th e couples are very young these problems are increased beca use of their very immaturity and lack of experience a nd thus adjustment is harder.

It has also been noted that the characteristics of

those who marry young are not those characteristics conducive to stable
marriage and parenthood.

Reasons for marrying at an early age are most

of ten not strong enough to stand the strain which is almost invariable .
Romanticism in marriage

In the above section it was mentioned that there are many problems
to be overcome and adjustments to be made if a couple is to l ea rn t o
live together harmoniously .

Perhaps one of the most difficult to over-

come for all newlyweds, young or old, is that of over-romanticism and
disillusionment in marriage.

Landis, Cuber, Treat, and Fund (28) remind us that most couples
are not aware that adjustment after marriage is a normal part of all
marriages.

The perfect marriage is romanticized in all the literatur e ,

movies, and other media that you ng peo ple are surrounded with .

In these

sto ries, if the couple love each other, they ge t married and live happil y
ever after .

No one mentions that their success or failure in marriage

depends upon how they meet and deal with problems in the early months
and years of marriage .
Through his r eading and studying of other research proj ects, Hobart
(25) also has concluded that our unrealistic idealization induced by the
romantic love emphasis in our culture would suggest a r esulting disallusionment reaction in marriage.

He set up his own study of the problem with a

sampling, non-random, of students and their off-campus dates, fiancees,
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and mates at a West Coast sectarian college.

Each person was rated or

given a score on his or her disagreement and agreement estimate of 15
items.

The conclusions were that post-marital disillusionment does

exist for both male and female, and is stronger for the male.

While all

areas were not equally strong in created disillusionment, some appeared
more often than others.

They were:

personal freedom, marital roles,

having children, in- law relationships, values on neatness, values on
savings and money, and attitudes toward divorce.

Truxal and Merrill (51) wrote an article in 1952 portraying the
critical viewpoint some sociologists have of romantic love as a basis

for stable marriage .

They summarized that the groups' expectations

making up romantic love are:

1) marriage is the source of the only true

happiness,2) the affinities are ideal love relations, and 3) each individual has only one ideal mate to find, and that mate will be immediately
recognized upon sight .

We are culturized, so to speak, into accepting

as fact the inevitability and necessity of falling in love before marriage.
Like other cultural mores, it goes unquestioned .

It is believ ed that if

this romance cools after marriage has settled down , then this marriage is

a failure.

The authors point out that under this spell of romantic love,

men and women fail to perceive that happiness in marriage is not a "fortu-

itous and delightful" event, but a long and gradual process, involving
many complex readjustments of two persons to each other.

Romantic lovers believe that men and women who are sexually
attracted to one another are "naturally" kind and solicitous,

anxious to devote their best efforts to their mutual welfare,
and have no other purpose than the safety and comfort of the
children brought into the world through their sexual collaboration . This assumption is scientifically unfounded . (51, p . 110111)
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The authors claim that it is because the average man and woman in
the United States does not lead a very exci ting life that they seek release from their tedious reality by searching for a romantic love affair.
It is false and dangerous .
. not in suggesting that an
individual may be extremely happy with the husband or wife
of his choice but rather in thinking that, if this happiness
does not measure up to what we have been taught to expect,

something is wrong with the marriage . We take for granted
that the tranquil matrimony is , strictly speaking, against
the romantic rules . (51 , p. 112-113)
Beigel (3) sheds a new light on the problem.

While he seems to

agree with all that our previous authors have said, he carries the analysis
one step further.

He believes that it is not the romanticism of love

itself but the pretense and self-deception that are dangerous .

Especially

in ear ly marriage it happens often that undiluted adolescent feelings -such as the relief felt when the need to assert one's power and personality or one's independence, or the desire to escape depressing home re-

striction is satisfied--are experienced as love and allowed to determine
the selection of the mate .

It is this lesser emotion which we often

confuse with love that is the cause of our high divorce rates, and not

the fact that we now use love as a basis for choosing our marriage partners, as has been suggested.

He describes true love as an understanding

and mutual assistance in emotional conflicts, moral support

and common

interest, mutual confirmation and emotio nal security, which if existing
between a man and wife has a chance of creati ng an atmosphere of loyalty

and friendship, tolerance, and confidence greater than that found in any
other type of union.
Despert (15) also supports love and its power .

She portrays a

family who learned to enjoy one another and li ve itself simply through
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love .

They did not envy others for their social positions, fine luxur-

ies, or money.

They did not try to be something they were not.

They

proved to themselves and those who knew them that these material things
others value so highly are not necessary for a full, rich life.
within the reality of one 's
Summary .

se lf~

To live

necessary.

The summary, then, finds us pointing the finger of blame

on a culture which emphasiz es love and romance with work and effor t, and
on a human tendency to pret end and deceive society and ones elf in order
to live up to the idealistic standards such a culture sets up.

We see

that there are many reasons for marrying; we call them all " love " and

blame l ove if the marriage fails.

Most important, perhaps, we see that

the wedding ceremony does not end with the words, "

and they lived

happly ever after," but only gives the couple the chance to try and do so .
Marital role conceptions
In order to become an acceptable parent in our society, one must

first be a wife or a husband.

In summaries of past sections it has

already been concluded that in order to be a successful and happy parent,
one must enjoy a stable marital relati onship with his or her spouse.
Problems which can prevent this type of relationship have already been
discussed.

In one sense, then, this section, concerned with a marriage

partner and his concept of his marital role, is an extension of those
previous s ect ions because it, too, is a marriage adjustment problem and

can be a negative or positive influence on the relationship.

The task

of this part of the review is to discover if role conception really is
a problem, and why this is or is not so, and if it is a
a couple deal with it?

preble~,

how can
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Dyer (18) gives us a start by answering the first two questions
when he says, "The forming of a new family constitutes a major change
in the behavior patterns of the young man and young woman involved
since they occupy now an entirely new status and role of husband and
wife."

He predicts that the interaction will run smoothly if the follow-

ing conditions exist:
1.

High level of agreement of norms and personal preferences.

By norms he means the things many take for granted until they encounter
other cultures, such as type of wedding ceremony (if there is to be a
ceremony, family construction (monogamy, polygamy, etc . ).
2.

Agreement on role definitions and expectations of each other:

The way a person performs in his new role depends upon how he feels about
this position and how or what he feels he is supposed to do in this role;
the way a wife expects her husband to behave and what she expects him to
do--ar e her role expectations of a husband, and vice-versa .

While an

engaged or newly married couple may discuss role expectations and be
entirely satisfied with the agreement they come to, the actual performance of the role may be a different thing and fall short of the agreement.
3.

If rol e performance is in agreement with role expectations and

positive sanctions result .

One partner may be trying to adjust his actions

to suit the expectations of the other but receive no feedback or cues as
to how well he is doing.

If progress is being made, he needs to know

about it.
Taking a look at husband and wife roles separately, Cooper (14) discussing husband-and-fatherhood, and then Linton (33) discussing wife-andmotherhood, give us some insight.
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Cooper (14) outlines the basic responsibilities of the good husband.

These include providing companionship, financial support of the

family, and a satisfying sex life for his wife and assuming a positive
role in the rearing of children.

In order to achieve a good marriage

the husband must first know what his role is, what kind of marriage
partner he wants to be, and what responsibilities he is willing to
assume.

Then he must gain the necessary knowledge and skill in order

to play his role effectively.

He suggests that while the husband plays

an important part in helping his pregnant wife get the adequate amount
of rest and nourishment, and in continuing to help her while the baby
demands much of her time , his r ea l role as a father takes on importance
as the child becomes older and especially during the adolescent stage.
How does a prospective husband and fath e r go about securing the necessary
knowledge and skill to do well in such a role?

The author concedes that

ther e is no course of '' ten easy lessons '' or any other short educati ona l

program which can do th e j ob.

When one und erstands the many complex

e lements which compose such a r ole, one is convinced that it takes all
the education that can be secured from home, school, and community, begin-

ning at birth and continuing throughout marital life .
Linton (33) brings out very clearly the difficulties of the "women
in the family" by comparing our culture with the mores of primitive
societies.

roles .

In such societies there is no confusion as to male and female

The division of lab or is f airly equitable- - the woman 's work a con-

tinuous one, and hard, but the man's usually harder and more dangerous .
Both men and women are contributing equally and skill found in either
sex is rewarded with admiration and prestige .

In such societies there
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is emotional satisfaction for women as well as men.

Since the whole

society recognizes and values the woman's skills, she can be sure of

admiration if she plays her part well . The ideal marriage is one in
which a good provider is mated to a good housekeeper.

This combination

is the basic requirement, and congeniality and affection is to be regarded
as a pure dividend, a sort of lucky addition.

In the Western world,

women's work has been simplified, but it has also been devaluated .

Their

job is no longer considered a full - time job and no longer carries much
prestige .

The opening of many various paid occupations to women has

helped to change their status.

Girls of today are restless and confused

because they do not know what will be expected of them in adult life .
They anticipate that they will get married, but nothing in their education trains them for this role .

There is little training for being a

modern housewife and mother and still less recognition that these are
important occupations.

Consequently, we have built up a situation in

which the woman is almost certain to be frustrated .

the horns of a dilemma .

She is caught on

While the pre-machine age mother had so much

else to do that the time spent responding to the demands of her children
was limited, mothers of today fill their empty hours by developing child
care into "busy work," or else shift as much of the burden of child training as possible from home to school and continue on with a career outside
the home .

This author concludes by asserting that we need a new inter-

pretation of the first principles of the institution of marriage, which
are that its main functions are those. of an economic unit and those of

raising children .
The next two authors approach the problem by dividing the marriage
group not by sex but rather by their social status, or class .
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Motz (41) asks, "How do conceptions of husband-wife roles and
the playing of husband-wife roles vary in terms of the status (meaning
the couple's social class) of the actor?"

Her study was carried out

among married students living in the Indiana University community in
Bloomington, I ndiana , in 1949.

The typical coup l e consis t ed of a veteran-

student husband of 24\ years and his non-veteran wife who was a year
younger.

They were largely dependent on the G. I. Bill for their support

in a small furnished apartment during their second year of marriage.
Roles were categorized into two polar types for husbands and two for
wives .

The conventional rol e of the husband revolves around the bread-

winning duty of the man.
his working.

His prestige and authority are dependent upon

In the home, it is his job to do the heavy men's work and

to help out with ot her housework in emergencies, and to supervise and
guide the children.

The value of his education is vocational.

His

other activities are restricted to those that are defined as "male . "

The counter-role of a conventional wife is subordinate to that of the
husband.

The physical care of house and children as well as of the

husband is her forte.

Education is considered as something nice to have

but not very useful in marriage.

It is wrong to work except for pin

money for one's self or becaus e of necessity.
In contrast to the conventional conception is the companionate concep tions of husband - wife roles which emphasizes personality needs of

husband and wife and greater equality in the assumption of economic,
household, parental, and social responsibilities.

Education and employ-

ment are considered valuable for the personal growth of man and wife .
Authority is not dependent upon income.
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The students and their wives used in this study tended to define
marital roles in much the same way.

For the majority, the appropriate

role for the man is companionate and that for the wife is conventional.
But severa l tendencies within these common conceptions are noteworthy.

Whereas upper -middle and upper - lower class husbands and wives do not
differ in their definitions or roles, the conventional definition of
husband-wife roles is espoused by more women than men with lower-middle
class background.

The most significant differences are found in terms

of the employment status of husbands and wives .

Women who work full-

time tend toward conventional conceptions and those who work part-time

tend toward companionate conceptions of both husband and wife roles .
Rainwater (43) attempted to compare the feelings of a workingman's
wife about herself and her world with those of an upper-middle class
woman by producing a series of significant pictures for them to comment

upon.

They have found that there is a tendency to see oneself in the

picture and describe it accordingly .

Many specific characteristics were

found to be common to the working-class wife .

In summary, she is apt to

be wishful, shy, anxious, afraid of loneliness, uncertain, realistic

about life, hard working as she attempts to make herself and her surroundings as attractive as she can, sympathetic for the unfortunate, psychologically passive, sexually more. vulnerable though concerned about morals
and doing the right thing .
Summary .

Perhaps the most significant conclusion to be drawn

here is that people embarking on marriage would do well to realize that
there will be differences in role expectations and conceptions .

These

differences must be wo r ked out to the mutual satisfaction of both partners
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if a happy relationship is to result, and this would best be done before
the onset of children, though new roles and thus new differences will
arrive with the first child, and they, too , must be dealt with democ r atica ll y.

Of secondary importance is the source of these differences.

Our authors have suggest ed that they can b e attr ib uted to differences
in cultura l backgrounds, differences in social c la ss status, differences
in sex-linked characteristics, and more drastical l y, changes in the times
due to technological

advancements .

To have an awareness of these role

conception varia tions and some degree of understanding concerning their

source can do much toward aiding the young couple in solving th eir own
problems happily.
Family r e lations
Under the auspices of the American Institute of Family Relations,
Cavan (2) edited a source book in 1960 which includes statements from
such men as LeMasters . Quoting LeMaste rs from this book, " . . . men and

women by nature . (and by culturalization) have different interest emphasis
and even marriage cannot fuse the two. 11

Many marriages could be saved if

each would accept these innate and necessary differences and respect them.
Understanding is the key word.

While lodges , hunting, sports participa-

tion, and to some extent business, still belong to the man,

concerned about religion and children.

~omen

are

Sometimes conflicts arise when

one partner becomes int ense l y preoccupied with this personal interest as
is often the case with a mother and her children.

This same mother may

be ir ritat ed because she feels her husband isn't interested in the children.

Th e author admits there may be a "margi nal man" who would rather
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work around the house and spend his free time with his wife rather than
go hunting and fishing , but he is a rare species and wives should not
expect it.
On the other hand, Sirjamaki (46) argues that in our culture
individual values are too often sought in family living.

While there

seems to be considerable cultural affirmation of individualism, there

is a lack of traditional familism in which the family existed for the
benefi t of its members.

Many of the husband's prerogatives have been

parceled out to other members in the modern fam ily.

He maintains that

family roles of husband and wife should be based on a sexual division
of labor, but with the male status being superior.

The husband is the

head of his family, its main economic support, and its representative
in the larger community.

Women, consigned to domesticity, are mothers

and homemakers. People in our culture are expected to marry--married

life is felt to be the normal, desired condition for all adults and
brings the greatest personal happiness and fulfi llment.
proper

It permits the

exercise of sex for th e procreatio n of children and for individual

satisfaction.

Ultimately the fullest felicity of the couple is believed

to be achieved by having children, whose ar ri val and subsequent nurture
are viewed as bringing satisfaction to basic biological and social needs.
Childless coup l es are sometimes regarded as possessed of a selfishness
which blights their union.

Luckey (34) investigat ed five pairs of concepts concerned with
marital interaction.

Couples were defined as satisfied (S) or less satis-

fied (LS) and were asked to mark their perceptions of self, spouse, mother,
father, and ideal self on th e Interpersonal Check List.
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l.

Self, and self as marked by spouse .

Significant differences

were f ou nd between the S couples and the LS male subjects. 1 ~ It seems

1

to be mo re important to marital happiness that the husband's concept
of self be close to or slightly below the concept his spouse has of
him.
2.

Self and ideal self.

the S person seemed
3.

While the ideal always exceeded the self,

to be c l oser to his ideal than the LS .

Self and parent of the same sex.

Sand LS women pictured them-

selves as different from their mothers; S men saw themselves as very much

like their fathers, while LS men saw their fathers as more dominant and
more hostile than themselves.
4.

Spouse and parent of the opposi te sex .

S wives found that

their husbands exceeded their fathers on all traits.

LS wives found

husbands and fathers dissimilar, with husbands exceeding fathers on the
dominant, hostile dimensions .

5.

Spouse and ideal self.

S groups found their spouses signifi-

can tly more similar to their ideal selves than did the LS subjects .
The hypothesis of the study was that when individua l s see themselves
as they are and their spouses understand them for what they are, the result

is usually higher satisfaction in the marriage than when there is discontinuity between one's perception of himself and how his spouse views his
personality characteristics.

There seems to be some evidence in favor of

such a hypothesis.
By submitting a checklist of 25 common problem areas to a group of
couples in the study, Brim, Fairchild, and Borgatta(9) found they could
categorize family problems into five major areas that seemed to be
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unrelated to one another.

They are:

child rearing, husband and wife

relationship, style of life (socio-economic status), community participation, and religion.

They also found that family problems reflect role

incongruities and specific situations faced by family members.

Their

findings also contradict the assumption so often made that economic problems of families are related to interpersonal ones and also the clinical
assumpti on that interpersonal problems in the marital and parental ro les
are closely related .

In summa r y, one might say that when a family is

having trouble in one area of relationships or in one situation, it is
likely to have trouble in other areas and situations .

Troubles are inter-

re lat ed and not independent of each other; each £eeds upon the other like
a cancerous affliction.

Summary .

Perhaps the best way to summarize such a section is

simply to restate the important points concerning family relations as
they were brought out by our various authors.

It seems that marriage

is a must in our society and children within that marriage are of equal
importance.

It might also be said that we as a society need to evaluate

our purposes in marriage and concentrate less on the self and more on

the family as a unit.

While it has not been disputed that the need for

individua l freedom for each member or partner within a family unit is
eviden t, and that more understanding concerning individual needs is
necessary,

it might be well not to sluff off entirely the traditional

fami lial attitude that once existed abundantly .

It seems that somewhere

along the marital line husband and wife must come to terms with themselves and with each other to e liminate perceptual discontinuities.
might also be concluded that "trouble comes in bunches" and the wise

It
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ones will set their houses in order by eliminating the source and not
the symptoms.
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METHOD
Description of sample
The sample is composed of married students attending Utah State
University.

The names of those eventual ly used were obtained from the

housing office at the university .

There were 40 couples used, all

living in university housing, either in the new university apartments

or in the old "pre-fab" apartments during the spring quarter of 1964
or fall quarter of 1964.

The housing office provided the author with

a list of couples who had just one child, and that child under three
years of age .

It was first thought that for best results , and to elim-

inate the danger of too much dependence on recall, the sample would be
limited to couples having only one child aged one year or younger, but
it was found that not enough such families existed on the campus so the
age level of the child had to be raised to three .

One or both members

of each couple had to be attending school at the time of the study.
Religious affiliation was not limited to any one sect .

However, it

was felt after interviewing each couple at the time the questionnaire
was given that the majority of them were of the Latter-day Saint (or
Mormon) religion.

It might be assumed that all were at least influenced

by this particular religion since the whole community is basically a

Mormon one and most of the activities within the community are either
university or church sponsored .

There was no attempt to measure finan-

cial status, though a degree of homogeniety might also be assumed here,
too, since all were living in the university housing where the rent is
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lower than the town apartments.

Development of the questi onnaire

The independent variables were selected on the basis of which
items were expected to be most apt to influence the degre of crisis
felt by the couple.
1.

These v'ariab les were:
·i

Persona l-misc ellaneous information

A.

l ast grade completed for women, grade now attending
for men

B.

age

C.

sex

D.

number of years married

E.

major in college, if college was attended

F.

occupation at the time of the child's conception

G.

occupation at the present time

H.

baby's age at the present time (also used to determine
how soon aft e r the marriage the baby arrived)

2.

Experience with children
A.

gene ral experi e nce

B.

professional experience

C.

study groups attended without academic credit

D.

classes concerning children taken in school for credit

3.

Stability of the marriage before the birth of the baby

4.

Aspirations about life's greatest fulfillment before the
respondent was married

5.

Religious commitment (not sect, but degree of commitment)
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6.

Expectations about parenthood vs. actual experien ces
--degree of romanticism concerning parenthood

7.

Attitudes toward children in general

Determining the degree of crisis for each couple could be done
e ither through a discussion and letting the coup le themselves decide
upon their own rating, or through a questionnaire, which would require

the investigator to rate each respondent individually from the information provided by the couple.

The latter was decided upon .

of rating will be discussed later in this same chapter.

The method

There are many

experiences a couple must adjust to when they are confronted with parenthood for the first time.

After r e viewing the literature, the 15 most

often mentioned as possible trouble spots were chosen to make up the
crisis rating.

Briefly, they are:

1.

night -time activities

2.

time required

3.

decrease in social activities outside the home

4.

e xpenses

5.

quantit y and qualit y of husband-wife relationship

6.

worry

7.

sexua l responsiveness of mother

8.

extra work required

9.

mother's appearance

10.

disrupted schedule

11.

housekeeping standards

12 .

timing of the bab y 's arrival

13 .

feeling of neglect on the part of husband or wife
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14.

desire to have a child {or non-desire)

15.

spouse's reaction to the pregnancy during the pregnancy itself

Several different types of questions were used.

Most often used was

the unfinished statement question with a number of cho i ces, one to be
selected by the respondent as that which best describes him--a modified
Likert Scale.

At first a Motz (41) type set of statements was used in

Part VII (Attitudes toward Children) and Part VIII (Crisis Rating) . This
type of questioning involves a series of short positive and negative
statements about a certain experience or feeling.

The respondent checks

off as many as he feels apply to him, and the investigator rates the attitude by the proportion of positive and negative statements checked.
Pilot study
A pilot study was made during the spring of 1964.

Eight couples from

the list were given the questionnaire and then were interviewed.

Questions

asked during the interview were concerned with the mechanical aspects of
the questionnaire in an attempt to discover which parts were ambigu ous

and which, if any, failed to allow the respondent to express his feelings
adequately .

Ot her questions concerning the couples' actual experiences

with their baby were discussed so that the interviewer would have some

basis of judging the validity of the questionnaire.

Each respondent was

timed as well, so it could be determined about how long the questionnaire
would take to complete.

The average time was 20 minut es .

After analyz-

ing the results of these eight interview-questionnaire sessions , three
significant changes were made in the questionnaire itself.

Part IV--

the section dealing with the aspirations of the individual as he remembered
them before marriage seemed to have a limited number of choices .

Originally
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the choices were three:

marriage, parenthood , or employment.

revised questionnaire two more were added.

In the

They were academic success

in college and social achievement in college.

Since the sample was to

consist entirely of student couples, most of whom had attended some
college or had intentions of doing so prior to their marriage, these
additions were thought appropriate .

The second revision had to do with

Part VIII--the crisis scale itself .

This section was originally in the

form of a Motz Inventory.

After discussing this section with the pilot

couples, however, it was decided that for best results a Likert sca le ,
which allows more var iation in the degree of emotion felt, would prove
more satisfactory .

For example, when a respondent was asked to reject

or confirm a statement concerning resentment felt at having to get up in

the night to feed the baby, he wanted to be able to quality his decision
by indicating how much he resented this responsibility, or how much he
did not, if that was the case .

In addition, it was decided that a set

of open - end questions wou l d be added to Part X, giving the respondents
furthe r freedom to expr ess their feelings and verify their answers in
the previous sections in fheir own words .

It was hoped that these ques-

tions would catch some personal sidelights that a more formal, closedend question could easily miss .

The revised edition of the questionnaire

took about 30 minutes to complete, and in no case did it take mor e than
45.

Final study carried out:

method

The revised edition of the questionnaire was ready for use near the

end of sp ring quarter, 1964.

As many couples as possible were contacted

before school closed for the summer.

The following quarter, in the fall

'\
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'

of 1964, a ne

list was obtained from the housing office.

Some on the

"-.

old l ist had failed to return or were no longer eligible, either be\.

cause of the age of ~heir child,

could be reached by

\

te~tephone,

or a change in address .

If the couple

an appointment was made and a time set

at their apa r tment wi t h the questionnaire .

for the researche r t o

If the couple did not

a phone, they were contacted in person and
I

an appointment was made fo~ a later date.
couple r efusi ng to

pate.

cooperat~,

There was not one case of a

and in fact, most seemed anxious to partici-

The questionnaire was\ brought to the home at the time agreed upon

previously and the stud y was 1briefly explained, much in the same way
as it is on the first page of the questionnaire (see Append ix ) .

The

ge nera l instructions found on the second page were then discuss ed.

The

respondents were asked not to write their names or any id e ntifying marks
on th e questionnaire so that th ey might feel free to answer the questions
as honest l y as possible .

They were asked not to converse with one

another whi l e work ing on the questionnaire.

It was stressed how import-

ant it was that they each respond on his questionnaire exact l y as he

felt without being influ enced by the spouse.

Since there were several

different types of questions used, eac h requiring a different method of
responding, these were point ed out and exp l ained .

If it was necessa ry

fo r the investigator to leave befor e the couple had finished, tw o plain,
blank enve l opes were also left with them.

They were instructed to each

place his completed questionnaire in one of the envelopes) seal it, and

leave it so until it could be picked up by the investi gator.

However,

it was thought best to remain with the couple while they were working
on the questionnaire if at all po ssible in case questions or some
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misund ers tandings should arise, or they be tempted to converse with one

another on certain points .

Only

rarely were the forms left to be com-

pleted without the investigator.
After the questionnaires were completed and set aside, the investigator often found that he cou ld hold a rather informal interview with
the couple, since many of them were so interested in the study that they
wished to discuss it further.

Their comments proved to be another excel-

lent source of information concerning the emotions and problems of young
parents and many of them were used in the analysis to strengthen or
verify a point .

One you ng wife, for instance, told of her particular

anxiety about becoming a mother because she was so young and had been
an only child in her family, and unused to small children .
she said, shared her anxiety .

Her mother,

The results of her questionnaire revealed

that she did , in fact, hav e a rather difficult adjustment after the baby's
arrival and that there were a number of things concerning infants for

which she was not prepared .
Methods of scoring
Parts I, Ill, IV, and V were rath e r simple to handle since they
required no rating or scoring on the part of the researcher, but each

possible response was merely assigned a code number so that it might be
identified on an index card.

The responses in Part II were given a

rating according to the amount of experience the parents indicated having

had in the past.

Each rating was then coded for the index cards.

respondent was given 5 choices or levels of experience.

The

Each question

was to be answered by putting in the appropriate number attached to the

7~

level of experience he felt he had had.
experience,

A

11

5

11

"2"

For instance, a "1" meant no

meant some limited experience, "3" seldom, and so forth .

means very frequent and steady expe ri ence.

The same set of choices

was used for both "A" and "B" questions under Part II.

When scoring

these responses it was decided that if each assigned number was to represent a true value, then "no experience" should be represented by an nou
rather than a ttl" so this change was made on all the questionnaires as
the scores were tallied .
There were four separate situations described under question nA"
as well as a space for "other" in case the respondent had participated

in a unique situation not anticipated by the researcher .

This leeway,

however, was not used in any significant way by any of the respondents,
so the four situations mentioned were all that were used in scoring of
this question .

That meant there was a possible score of 20 if the re-

spondent had "very frequent and steady experience" in all four situations .
A score of 0 to 2 indicated almost no experience in any of the situations;
3 to 8, fairly frequent experience; and 9 to 14, very frequent experience;
and 15 to 20, steady experience .

Each of these ratings was then given a

code number and it was entered on the respondent's index card .
The sa~e system was used for question "B 11 of the same Part II.
In this case, however, there were only two situations suggested, making
the highest possible score 10 .

A total score of 0 to

professional experience; 3 to 6, fairly frequent, and
quent professional experience .

0

11

did not require any scoring .

to 10, very fre-

Again, there were no "other" situations

described by any of the respondents.
11

meant almost no

The remaining questions, "C" and
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Part VI was not scored or coded, but was used for discussion
purposes.

Part VII was an attempt to measure the respondent's attitude
toward children in general .
10 negative, were listed .

A series of 20 questions, 10 positive and
The respondent was asked to check as many as

he felt reflected his feelings .

Some of the respondents argued that

the y could not be sure what they would do in some of the situations
suggested in these statements because they had never been confronted
with the decision in real life .

While it is true that our theories

and our practices do not always coincide, it was thought that one might
come close to the parent 's real attitude if at least his theories were
rated on a general negative or positive basis .

It would be well to

mention here that all of th e se statements were given to four staff

members in the Department of Family and Child Deve lopment at Utah State
University with no indication of which were int e nded to reveal positive
or negative attitudes toward children .

The staff members were instructed

to put a plus or a minus sign by each statement as they saw fit .

Any

statement not rec e iving a perfect plus or a perfect minus rating by all
four judges was discarded .

This, it was felt, would further insure the

validity of the scoring procedure .

If the respondent ch e cked six of

the positive statements and four of the negative statements, he would
receive an algebraic score of plus two .

If he checked six negative and

only four positive, his score would be a minus two .

According to this

method, then, a respondent could come out with one of the following
scores :

1.

plus 6 to plus 10 (positive attitude)
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2.

plus l to plus 5 (somewhat positive attitude)

3.

zero (neutral)

4.

minus

5.

minus 6 to minus 10 (negative attitude)

to minus 5 (somewhat negative attitude)

Each one of these categories was given a code number and entered on the
respondent's index card .

Part VIII was the crisis rating itself .

This part consisted of

16 statements about parenthood in areas that might require adjustment
on the part of the new parents .

Each statement was followed by four

reactions of varying int e nsity .

The respondents were asked to put a

check by the one that be st described their feelings or reactions at the
time they were becoming adjusted to their baby .

For example, question

number l had to do with ge tting up several times in the night to care
for the bab y .

This sometimes causes a problem in the husband-wif e

relatio nship because one or both may be often cross and irritable from

lack of sleep .

The y wer e then asked to rate the degree to which this

constituted a problem in their home .

The choice s wer e :

v e ry disturb-

ing (given a valu e of 4) , somewhat disturbing, (value 3) , slightly disturbing (value 2), and , not at all disturbing (value of 1) .

If the

respondent felt that this was a ve ry disturbing problem for him, and he
checked the appropriate box, he would r e ceive a score of 4 .
score possible, then, was 64 .

The highest

A respondent could get such a score only

if he found a 11 16 area s "ver disturbing" during the adjustment pe riod .
The lowest score possible, or in other words, the very least degree of
crisis, was 16 .

following scale :

Th e rating categories were arbitrarily set up on the
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Score

Crisis rating

49 to 64

Severe

38 to 48

Moderate

27 to 37

Mi ld

16 to 26

Very rn i ld or none

Each of th es e categories was give n a code number and e nt ered on the r e spondent 1 s card.
Part IX

t<~as

not scored but was used for discussion in the analysis

under Gene ral Romanticism.

The respondents were asked to compare their

expec tati ons of parentho od with their actual experi ence during the first
three mon t hs of th e infant's lif e.
ience now.

The n again, with t he ir actual e xper-

If one indi cated that during th e first thr ee months of the

chi ld' s life he was " very disappointed" in the rewards of pa r enthood,
but now he found it "much more r ewa rding 11 than he had expec ted it t o

be, his response might be inter pre t ed as meani ng that he had a grea t
deal of adjusting to d o at first but that he had done so quite satis factorily.

There was th e possibility of moving in the opposite direc-

tion, o r of remaining the same.
Again, Part X, th e open-end statements, were not rated o r scored

but were very helpful in getting a fuller picture and better und er standing of th e respondent ' s feeli ngs .
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
General findings
In general, the hypothesis that the birth of the first child
initiates a crisis reaction has not been validated

with this particular group of respondents.

in this study

However, neither has the

LeMasters-Dyer romanticism prognosis been disproved in this stud y .

•

The data in Table 1 indicates that the respondents in this study report
a less severe crisis reaction to the birth of their first child than
has been found to be true in other studies .

Also indicated in this

same table, is a similarity in the response of both men and women.
Several other variables, in addition to sex of the parent, were in-

cluded in the study .

Table 1 . Crisis reaction by sex

Crisis reaction

Women

Men

Severe crisis

Total
2

Moderate crisis

11

Mild crisis

24

24

48

4

5

9

Very mild or no crisis
Total cases

20

79

Using the method d escribed in the previous chapter, our respondents
were placed in the categories indicated in Table 1.

Only two respondents
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reported having suffered what might be termed a severe crisis.

Only 20,

or 25 percent of the 79 respondents, reported a moderate crisis; 48, or
61 percent (the largest group), reported a mild crisis; and 9, or ll percent, reported no crisis at all, or at least a very mild one.

It is

significant to note in Table l that the difference between the degree
of crisis experienced by men, and that experienced by women, is negligible.
Thus, part of the hypothesis, that women experience a greater crisis than
do their husbands, has not been sustained.

Education
It was assumed that with maturation and continued education would

come the readiness to take on the responsibility that is needed before
one can readily accept an infant into the family.

For this reason it

was hypothesized that for those women who married early in life and were
forced to discontinue their education early, the responsibility of child

care added to the regular wifely duties would require a greater adjustment than that experienced by the older, more educated woman .

The fact

of early marriage itself is reported by many authors (11, 22, 38, 27) to
be the cause of many unstable marriages and caring for a young baby does
not lessen the responsibilities of marriage .

Of the 40 wome.n respondents

in this sample, 12 . 5 percent did not graduate from high school; 25 perceent
did graduate but went no further; 40 percent had some college background;
and 22.5 percent did at least graduate from college, some having gone on
to do graduate work .

Although the results have no statistically signifi-

cant correlation, there seems to be a trend in the opposite direction more
than was hypothesized .

Those women with some college experience, but
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who did not graduate, tend to suffer more from the baby crisis than
those with some high school or those with just a high school diploma
and no more .

This trend, however, seems t o stop there. Those who did

graduate from college and those who have done some graduate work indicate
a reversal of this trend .

It may be that the problem lies in the degree

of independence a girl tastes before she is burdened with the responsibility of child care .

High school students are still under the protect-

ing wings of their parents and have not yet experienced many of the
satisfactions of self-reliance and independence which the college coed
has experienced .

Perhaps the college student has a more tangible goal

in mind for herself than does her younger sister and finds that having
a baby to care for disrupts her progress .

On the other hand , the college

graduate, who has an easier time accepting the motherhood role according

to these results, may have already had time to live out her need for

independence .

Having accomplished college graduation, she may well

have accomplished her search for selfhood as well .
For men, the picture is quite different .

The amount of educat ion

completed before the arrival of the first child represents a different
kind of variable for men than for women . While a new mother's education
generally must come to a halt, or at best a postponement, this was not

true of the men in this study .

It is true that some men find they must

quit school and get a job in order to support a new child .

How ever,

since this particular sample consisted only of couples with the husbands
in school, this was not the case with them .

The importance, then, of

this factor has more to do with how much school the breadwinner has
left before he can actually win the bread, or how much having a baby
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around interferes with his s tud y schedule.

It was hypo th es i zed that

those who had just begun college and already had the beginnings of a
family to support wou ld be more disturbed than those almost finished
with school, whe re prosp ects of full-time employment s eemed nearer at
hand .

Again the findings indicate no statistica ll y significant corre l a -

tion.

There is some indication that the freshmen and sophomore stude nts

as wel l as the graduat e students suffer mo r e of a disturbance upon the
arrival of a child than do the j uni o r s and seniors.

Of the 8 lower

division students , 37.5 pe r cen t reported a seve r e or moderate crisis;
out of 17 juniors and seniors, only 18 percent report ed a seve r e or

modera te c risis; but ou t of 14 graduate s tudents the percentage of seve r e
and moderate cases climbs back up to 29 percent .

Whil e it i s und ers tand-

able that you ng men just beginning their co ll ege careers would be somewha t app r ehe nsive about supporting a ch ild as we ll as a wife, gradua t e
students, though near the end of their fi nancial dil emma , ma y find the
strain a nd pressure of graduate wo rk influencing th ei r atti tud es toward
an infant in the h ome .

This, perhaps, can be sus t ained by some of the

comments the gradua t e student husbands themselves made .

Wh ile almost

a ll of them admitted that having children whi l e in college was "d ifficult, "
"not easy, 11

11

di sturbing, " etc . , only two mentioned a financia l burd e n

sp ec ifically.
Ag e of parent
An interes ting finding emerged when a co rrelation was made of the
age of the parent and the degree of c risis felt .

Statistical l y ther e

was no real difference, but th is cou ld be a ttributed t o the fact tha t
several age groups were comb i ned to make a statist ical analysis pos si ble .
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In the process the differences were buried.

However, if these age

groups are left to themselves, a definite trend is apparent.

Age of respondent

Perc e nt found in th e
severe or madera te
c risis category

20 or under

33.5%

21 to 22

35.0%

23 to 24

38 . 0%

25 or over

12 . 0%

It may be noted that men and women were not separated when the
age variable was reported .

There was, surprisingly, no difference be-

tween men and women in degree of crisis felt .

This interesting result

held tru e in most of the variables studies, and for this reason these

two groups have been combined for analysis of most of th e data .

(See

Table l, p. 78) .
Number of years married

There is a significant correlation relating the number of years
married to the degree of crisis, and as was hypothesized, the relationship was a negative one.

Because there were several couples who had

been married less than one ye.ar before the birth of their first child,
and almost the same number who had been married for a year or more, a

reasonable comparison could be made, as indicated in Table 2.
Considering the reports of others on this subject as i ndicated in
the Review of Lit erature, it was on ly natural to assume that th e same

findings would repeat themselves here, which they did .

Most family re-

searchers will agree that at least the first year of marriage should be
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Table 2.

Number of years mar r ied before the birth of the first
child

No. of years
ma rr ied

Severe-moderate

crisis

Less than 1 yea r

Mild-very mild
or no crisis

15

1 year o r more

X2

df = 1
Chi square contingency table

reserved for the couple alone .

3.34

Tota l

25

40

32

39
p

> .05

This is th e time for them to become

adjusted to one another , to became accustomed to functioning as man

and wife, and to organize their thoughts and actions around marital
relations.

To have additional ad justment thrust upon them at this

time apparently makes this period more difficult .

This is es pecially

true if the pregnant wife finds her s elf of t en sick, tired, and irri tabl e
without any obvious reson.

While it is often possible for the you ng

couple to survive the ordeal quit e happily, it still presents an undesirable strain and hardship on the first year of marriage .

This

view is shared by many of the respondents in their verbal and written
r esponses.

As Table 2 indicates, 40 parents r eported that their chil-

dren were born within the first yea r of marriage .

(The reader must

keep in mind that these 40 parents represent 20 childr en since each
two had just one child . )

As far as can be determined, only 2 of these

20 we r e conceived out of wed l ock .

The question was not asked directly

in the questionnaire or by the investigator, but the information was

vo luntari l y r ende red by

t~ese

two couples.

Of these 40 parent s, 55

percent suggested that it would have been better for them had they
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waited another year or two .

Th e main reasons given

were ~

They

would like to be more financially able to support a child; they felt
they would like to have become better acquainted with one another
first; they felt it would be best to be through with school before
beginning a family.

Of the 24 parents who had their first child in

the second year of marriage, only 8, or 33 percent, thought they
should have waited awhile .

Th e ir reasons we re the same as those above .

There were 6 parents who had their first child in the third year of
marriage.

Of these, no one wanted to wait any longer and two felt

they should have had th e ir bab y sooner .
pattern throughout .
year of marriage.

This trend follows the same

Six parents r eported the first child in the fourth
Of thes e, 4 would have had the baby sooner and none

of them would have wait ed any lon ge r .

Of the 3* who reported a child

in the fifth year, one would like to hav e had the child sooner , but
neither of the other tw o wantE:d to wait a ny longer .

described graphi cally .

This trend can be

If this sample can be considered as repres e nta-

tive of all college coupl es, it could be concluded that the best time
for most such couples to begin t he ir fa mili e s is somewhere near the end
of the second year of marria ge .

Ma j or in college; degree of childhood education
The reasons for including this factor as an independent variable

are two-fold .

If a per son were to major in fields concerned with chil-

dren such as elementary education , child development, child psychology,
etc . , o r participate in special study groups outs id e of school where
such topics were dis.cuss ed, one might assume that this person had a

*One husband failed to compl e t e the questionnaire and it had to be
discarded .
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Figur e 2.

Re lationship be tween dissatisfaction with th e
timing of the firstbo rn and the number of years
married before the chi ld's arriva l
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sufficien t int eres t in children to carry him through a baby crisis
with a minimum of difficulty.

Another reason, of co urs e, is the possi-

bility that this pers on would also be we ll enough informed about the
facts of infancy that a baby in th e home would not be a shock to the
organization of that family.

These suppositions, however , did not hold

tru e with this particula r g r oup .

The majors reported s eemed to fall

i nt o the foll ow ing ca t egories:
l.

All those whc seemed di r ec tl y related to the problem, such

as e l ementary education, home economics , child and family deve lopme nt ,
were combined to form one subgroup.
2.

Sciences

3.

Arts and humaniti es

4.

Social sciences

5.

Miscellaneous (including such maj ors as wildlife resources,

physical educa tion, beauty school, etc. )
Those in group l who might be expec ted to suffer the l east amount
of crisis on the basis of the two factors dis cussed, did not record any

easier adjustment to the baby than did those in any o ther group .

Th e se

f indings appear to suggest that to have a baby in one's home is far
diff e re nt than studying about one in a text book .

It is also probabl e

that most child-related courses emp hasize the older baby and child and
spend very little time on the newborn.
guilty of this t endency .

Our whole culture seems to be

Movies, books, advertisements, and in fact

all of ou r information med i a picture and treat the bab y as though he
were a one-year-old--six or seven months at the earliest, and forget to

mention what t oo k plac e before he r eac hed that stage.

This is on l y
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natural for their purposes.

The newborn is not nearly as charming

and rosy-cheeked as he will be in six or seven months.

In fact, he is

most often r ed, scrawny, mouse-like, bald, sleepy, and odd proportioned.
Usually he is not at all the idealized baby pictured on baby food a d s .
He r e are some of the comments made by the respondents of this study
which illustrate some general misconceptions about babies.
"A baby just doesn 1 t follow the rules about sleeping and eating."
" I didn 't realiz e there would be perpetual diaper changing."
11

Theory is different than practice. "

"Ha ving a baby is fun, but some of my preconceived ideas about
babies were wrong.

They take a lot of time . "

"The first few weeks were harder than I expected. "

"O ur baby at five months is more what I expected it to be f r om
the beginning. "
"When I thought of having a baby I thought of the fun parts, not
the problems and the work. "
" Our little boy has brought us much joy but a second child will be
much easier to adjust to because 1 1 11 know more what to expect. "
"A baby is more work and do esn't sleep as much as they say. "

"Our baby wasn ' t as cuddly as I expected."
" Having a baby around is not the bed of roses I had expected. "
"I majored in child development in college but I was still afraid

to bathe my own baby when we got home from the hospital .
know how.

I just didn't

11

It is i nt eresting to note that these responses we r e typical throughout the sample and were not limited to those who experienced a harder
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adjustment.

It should be emphasized, however, that these statements

are only the more negative reactions which were selected to put over
a point.

Almost every negative reaction was matched by a positive

one by the same parent, and these also will be discussed later.

The

point to be made here is that lack of knowledge and the need for general parent education for young couples is almost universal.

The respondents

were also asked to report whether or not they

had participated in any study groups organized for the purpose of learning about child growth and behavior .

This study group must have been

prior to the birth of the child and affiliated with a university where
credit was received .

Only 17 out of the 79 said they had done so and

of these 17, 15 reported only a mild or very mild crisis .

This, in

itself, is significant, indicating there is potential value in such

programs.

Respondents were asked if they had taken any formal classes

for which they rec eived university credit, such as psychology or child
development .

About 56 percent r e.ported none, while the remaining 44 per-

cent had received anywhere from 3 to more than 20 hours of such credit.
While ther e is a trend for the rate of severe and moderate crisis subjects to go down as the amount of credit in such classes goes up, the
correlation is not significant .

Once again it appears that our child-

related classes are not preparing young people for the early stages of
parenthood.

It is recognized that. such preparation is normally not the

function of such classes.

Understandably they are set up to look at the

who le child from start to finish and the first few months of infancy can
reasonably take up only a small portion of the class schedule .

Once

this fact is recognized and accepted the next obvious step is to somehow
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fill the gap with classes, either university or community s ponsored,

which function for this specific purpose.
Experience caring for babies under two;
professional and non-professional

Of this sample, 33 percent reported almost no experience with
children under two years of age; 41 . 5 percent reported fairly frequent
experience; 21 . 5 percent very frequent experience; and 4 percent steady
experience .

There was no difference between degree of crisis and the

amount of experience reported .

According to the questionnaire this

experience included caring for babies under two in the parental home,

baby sitting for neighbors, or helping a friend or relative outside
the respondent's par e ntal home .

Of the 79 r espondents, 71 percent had no professional experience
working with children under two; 28 percent had some; and 1 case repor ted
frequent professional experience working in a hospital nursery .

There is

a low corre lation betwe e n the amount of professional experience and the
crisis reaction .
Apparentl y the experienc e of caring for a newborn, constantly, in
one's own home is a very different experience than baby sitting with an

older baby or child for a few hours .
more precise and asked how much

Perhaps had the question been

experience one had had with a newborn

brother or sister while one was sti ll living at home, the results would
have been quite different .

As far as professional experience goes, there

are the same generalization problems.

Teaching a junior Sunday School

class of two-year-olds for an hour or t wo a week does not prepare one

for parenthood.

Only one person reported specifically that she had some
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experience working with babies in a hospital nursery while going to
school, and her experience, singularly considered, can hardly be of
any significance if one is attempting to make any generalizations.
Caring for olde r babies now and again, as has been the experience of
most of this samp l e, may prepare one for caring for such children , but
does not appear to prepare one to care for a newborn child.
Occupation of the parent at the time of
conception
This item was scored separately for men and women since employment
has a different meaning for each.

Due to faulty questioning, however,

the data on men had to be discarded.

It was finally decided that the

sample was a lops i ded one in this respect, for it is reasonable to assume
that the bigges t crisis would come for the husband s who had to quit school
to support a baby.

Since none of these had quit school, they were not

affected in such a drastic manner, and, this information was not analyzed.
There is some information about the women, but it, too, is rather

inadequate to form any conclusions .

It was the hypothesis that those

women who were going to school or working before the baby was
and enjoying their activities, would suffer a greater degree of crisis if
the baby forced them to quit than would either those who were not actively
engaged outside the home, or those who were, but who were not enjoying it.
This hypothesis is backed up by some of the literature reviewed .

Unfor-

tunately, however, these r es pondents were not asked if they enjoyed what
they were doing prior to the birth of the child, nor if the change
itself disappointed them .

They were asked what t hey were doing before

the birth and what they were doing now .

For this reason it can only be
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reported what effect the change itself had on the mother, not what
effect the type of change had or why.

The one female in the severe

crisis category reported that she was working full - time and now was
a full-time homemaker .

Wh ethe r this contributed t o her difficult

adjustment canno t be d e t ermined .

Of the 11 moderate crisis representa-

tives, 7 reported a change in occupation but the types were too diversi fied to make any assumptions.

Of the 24 in the mild crisis group, only

half had to make a change in occupation.

Again the types of changes

were numerous and only half of the 4 very mild or no crisis group made
some change.

It may be enough to say, in view of this information that

any kind of a change, whether it be a welcome one or not, adds to the
amount of ad j usting to be done.
Stability of the marriage before the birth
of the baby
It was the assumption for this variable that the more stable and
happy the marriage, the easier it would be to begin a new adventure,
such as embarking upon parenthood.
is inverse.

Therefore, the expected relationship

Or , the higher the stability rating, the milder will be

the ex pected cr isis reaction.

This hypothesis was upheld.

In this section of the questionnaire the r espondents were asked

to rate their own marriages along the scale provided.
their marriages as "much happier than most. "

a

severe or even moderate crisis .

Nineteen rated

None of these reported

Twenty - seven rated themselves as

having a "somewhat happier" than average marriage- -one- third of these
we r e in the severe or moderate crisis group.

Thirty - three rated their

marriages as either "about as happy as most" or "l ess happy than average. "
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Why have these two categories been combined?

We can assume that these

people felt they were getting along as well as anybody, but we cannot
assume that this is either a happy marriage or an unhappy one.
depends upon how these people see other marriages .

This

If they have seen

most marriage situations as unhappy, then they might expect that this
is the best that can be done when two people live together constantly
and thus rate their own unhappy marriage as an average one .

experience might have been just the opposite .
two rating categories ("much happier

11

and

11

Or the

By combining the first

somewhat happier 11 ) and com-

paring it to the one category we are unsure about, we get a table such

as the following.

This table shows that of the 46 "happier than most"

marriages, only 9 suffered a severe or moderate crisis.

reversal (p > .05) is found in the less happy group.

A significant

Of the 33, 13

suffered a severe or moderate crisis .

Table 3.

Marriage rating versus degree of crisis

Rating

Severe or moderate crisis

Mild, very mild,
or no crisis

Happier than most
Average, or less happy
than most
df : l
Chi square contingency table

37
20

l3

3 . 77

p

> . 05
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Premarital aspirations for the future

"Those couples who look forward to having children in their
marriage have much happier marriages whether they actually get those
children or not"(l2,p.260).

Apparently the reaction of joint anticipa-

tion is a cementing one, and indicates a degree of maturity on the part

of both husband and wife .

This is partially the reason for the selec-

tion of future aspirations as a factor which could influence the degree
of crisis experienced .

In the questionnaire the respondents were asked

to remember which one of the following aspirations seemed, before
marriage, to offer the greatest fulfillment in the future :

marriage,

parenthood, employment , academic success in college, or social achievement in college .

Because the sample was so small, and because so many

of the respondents could not make a choice between marriage and parenthood, thes e two choices we re combined in analyses and compared with the
last three, also combined.

Invariably something is lost in such a

grouping, but since so many of the respondents themselves could not
differentiate their own feelings , the combination seemed a natural

one and the loss small.

The r e sults are found in Tabl e 4.

It is interesting to note that 60 percent of the entire sample
felt that marriage and parenthood offered the greatest opportunity for
personal fulfillment.

In view of the ratio above, it is not hard to

understand why such a small percentage of this particular sample fell

into the severe or moderate crisis categories .

This table is further

verification of Landis ' point of view (29) and sustains the hypothesis
of this study.

The relationship is an inverse one which is significant

at a level of confidence greater than . 05 .
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Table 4 .

Future aspirations before marriage versus crisis experience

Severe or moderate crisis

Aspiration

Mi ld , very mild
Total

or no crisis

Marriage and parenthood

38

47

19

32

Other (social success;
academic success; employ-

ment)

l3

Total

79

df = 1
Chi square contingency table

4.39

p

< .OS

Another anticipated finding was verified in the results of this
particular variable.

It was assumed that marriage and parenthood would

be the choice of a greater number of women than men .

This is not a ran-

dom assumption but a general, cultural characteristic hinted at in the

literature r eview (37) .

It seems that the fact of being married and

of fulfilling oneself by having children is part of the expected f emale
role in our culture.

The role of husband and father in our culture is

only a secondary one for men .

In this sample , 31 women compared to 23

men chose marriage and parenthood, whereas 16 men compared to 9 women

chose "other," indicating that the reality of the cultural image for
this group approaches the . 05 l eve l of condifence .
Religiosity
Whil e no attempt was mad e to control the typ e of religious affiliation represented in this sample, it happened that the sample was taken
from a predominantly Mormon area and that the majority of the respondents
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were, in fact, affiliated with this particular religious group.

They

were asked to indicate the degree of their religious commitment.

Know-

ing the emphasis that the Mormon church, and most religions for that
matter, place upon home and family life with a responsibility to rear
children as a major commandment, it was expected that the response
toward children would be influenced by religion.
still remained.

However, questions

Would a deep religious conviction of the glorification

of parenthood overpower the initial disappointment felt during the first
few months of the infant's life and thus reduce the degree of crisis?
Or, would this glorified concept of parenthood unite with our cultural
romanticism and make th e shock more profou nd?

The latter reaction was

the expected one.
Landis (29), however , appears to be closer to the truth when he
states that religion in the home contributes to happi e r, more stable
marriages and helps the indi vidua l develop the characteristics necessar y
for successful partnership in marriage and parenthood.

In this study

75 percent of the respond ents reported that religion was " ex treme ly
important 11 in their lives, 18 percent said it was "somewhat important , 11
and the remaining 7 pe rc e n t stated that it was of

portance. "

11

minor" o r "no im-

The type of correlation found between degree of religiosity

and degree of crisis was not anticipated.

When religion has only

"some," "very little," or " no" influence upon the individual,

has no influence upon the degree of crisis experienced.

it also

The factor of

religion hindering or helping in this adjustment does not appear to be
present.

It must be concluded that for these individuals the degree of

crisis experienced is dependent upon other factors.

When religion is
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of "ext reme" importance to the paren t the picture i s different.

The se

people are les s likely to expe r ience a severe or even moderate c risis .

It is interesting that in this sample, all those who experi e nc ed only
mild or no crisis found religion to b e extremely important .
r es ult s are indicated in Table 5.

These

In view of the sustaining value of

a dee p r eligious conv i c t ion, this r eact i on is not hard t o unders tand .

Appare ntl y the conviction that one is doing the right thing according
to one 's religi ous teach ings and beliefs is powerfu l e nough to s us tain
a pers on through the disappointme nts and trials of this new experience .
Th is is not to sa y that parenthood has not been too roma nti c iz ed for
the reli g ious pe rson, but rather tha t th e fact of "d oing t he good and
right thing" compensates for the difficultie s and helps to make it a
r ewarding e xperienc e.

Table 5 .

Religiosit y versus degree of c ri sis

Re li g iosit y

Severe or moderat e c risis

Mild , very mi ld ,
o r no cr isis

13

46

59

9

11

20

Extreme imp o rtance
Little or no importanc e

Tota l

79

Total
df =
Chic square continge nc y table

3 . 89

p

. 05

Christensen (10) has pointed out that discre panc y between one's
behavior and one's values may produce negative results, which ma y have

a bearing on this finding in which it could be concluded that consistency
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between one's behavior and one's values may enable one to respond to
a crisis situation with a minimal negative reaction.

General romanticism and adjustment
This is a very difficult and vague area to measure for everyone

has feelings, pleasant or unpleasant, that are difficult to explain.
It is difficult to know why feelings change, but they do seem to creep
in and out of our systems quietly, influencing our manner of speech,
our present attitudes, and our sense of emotiona l well-being.

feelings shift and change like the sands.

These

If a person is asked how

he feels about his life he would probably be at a loss to rep l y in
just a short sentence or two.

The best he could do would be to r elate

the way he felt at that particular moment, and tomorrow might be a
different story.

Everyone is affected by so many things, in so many

ways, it is no wonder that human emotions are the comp l ex phenomena

psychologists see them as being today.

It is important that this

comp l exity be kept in mind during this discussion in which an attempt
has been made to pinpoint an emotion and ask for a description of this
emotion in a sentence or two.

Parents were asked to describe what they expected in their child,
as well as what they found when that child arrived.

The purpo se was to

determine in what ways parenthood was different from what they had
anticipated.

Although some mention has been made of this in earlier

sections, it is included here for more intensive analysis.

Though

parents may use many terms in one short paragraph while attempting to
describe their child and the impact he has made upon their lives , the
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lists below are the result of an effort to organize these feelings
in the order of those mentioned most often, or by the greatest number
of parents.

Tab l e 6.

Differences between expectations rega r ding parenthood a nd
reality, for men and women separately

Men
Positive
differences
*(4) more fun
(4) more rewarding
(3) easier to care
for
(2) more attached
to
(l) less tied down

Women

Negative
differences
(4) more time
(3) more frustrating
(3) more tied down
(3) harder to discipline
(2) more worry
(l) doesn't sleep

at night
( l) more expense

14

u

Positive

differences
(8) more fund
(8) more person-

ally rewarding

Negative
differences

(3) more worry
(6) more time
(3) more work
(3) baby's constant pres-

(3) less work
( 2) more attached
ence
( 2) doesn't sleep
to
at night
(2) less social
life
(2) gene r al disillusionment
(l) less rewarding
(l) more chaos

21

33

*Numbers in pa r entheses represent the number of time mentioned.
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Table 7.

Differences between expectations regarding parenthood and
reality, for men and women combined

Positive differences

Negative differences

*(12) more fun
(12) mo r e personally rewarding
(6) less work

(4)
(1)

more attached to
less tied down

(15) more worry
(10) more time required
(5) less social life
(4) more frustation and chaos
(3) more work
(3) baby's constant presence
(3)
less sleep
(3) harder to discipline
(2) general dtsillusionment
(1)
less rewarding
(1) · mare expense

50
*Numbers in parentheses represent the number of time s mentioned.

Although there are many less tangible feelings left out of this
list, it should be useful to those who are attempting a parenthood
preparation class or study group .

For instanc e , it is evident that

both husbands and wives find parenthood both rewarding personally and
a real strain as well .

Most o f these couples seemed to be very aware

of the financial burden a baby can be and therefore we re prepared for
it while at the same time they were not aware of the time and work an
infant could require of them .
husbands and wives.

There are differences in reactions of

The men seemed to find that caring for an infant

was much more frustrating than they had imagined it would be, while
only one woman even mentioned the chaos an infant can cause to her
routine.

As the totals at the bottom of each column are examined,

it will be noted that the women had far more negative reactions than
did their husbands and the major reaction for women was worry .

This
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is understandable since it is the mother who is most directly concerned
with the newborn and has the initial responsibility for its care.

Keep-

ing Jn mind that this particular sample had a relatively low crisis
rating, it is interesting to note that almost 60 percent of the 85 responses we r e negative ones.

Parents were also asked to compare the rewards of parenthood in
the first 3 months of the infant's life with those felt later.

The 14

who had babies still under 3 months of age were disqualified from this
section.

Of those 65 remaining, 37 reported no change at all , or they

felt that things were no different. now than when the baby was younger.
Of the 18 who suffered a moderate crisis in the beginning, 12 reported
that for them now parenthood was much more rew!lrding, while 2 were more

disappointed than at first,
change.

Th

remaining 4 in this group report ed no

Of the 43 in the mild crisis category, 25 remained the same,

while 17 reported a good adjustment and 1 found more disappointment
later than at first.

Those in the two ext reme categories (extr eme

crisis and very mild or no crisis) reported very little change at all.
The conclusions to both the romanticism and adjustment factors

appear simply to be that paren thood is a rewarding experience which is
often enhanced by time and experience, but nevertheless somewhat of a
shock that requires more work and adjustment than many couples had
expected.

Attitude toward children
It was felt that among those who had a positive attitude toward
children and respected them as people with rights of their own, the crisis
effect might be less severe.

The series of 20 questions making up Part VII
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of the questionnaire was designed for thi s purpose .

Half of them

reflect a rather high degree of warmth, acceptance, and understanding
of children in general on the part of the parent, while the other half
do not.

The respondents were asked to check any statements they felt

reflected their feelings.

All of the 79 respondents in this sample

rated well on the positive side .
things.

This result might mean one of several

Either attitude toward children has little bearing on the pri-

mary adjustment period, or the percentage of severe and moderate crisis

people in this particular sample is so low that this factor does not
appear to be an influence .

Or, the generally high rating on attitudes

toward children may account: for th e absence of the severe crisis re-

action which has characterized other studies .

The hypothesis that

positive feelings toward children will minimize the crisis reaction
does not appear , however , to have been sustained in that those who
experienced a severe crisis in this study gave evidence of the same

affirming attitudes toward children which characterized the other respondents .

Perhaps, again , affirming and warm attitudes toward chil-

dren may not be an adequate substitute for knowledge as a preparation
to care for an infant .

There are other int e rest:ing and pertinent findings to be explored
about which no hypothesis was made, but which are valuable if one is to
view the entire picture of early parenthood among students .

For instance ,

a number of open-end questions which it was hoped would pick up individual
problems not otherwise accounted for provided some relevant interesting

data.

While many of the answers were so varied that an attempt to

group them would prove impractical, some of the questions evoked quite
similar responses:
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1.

"For us, having a bab y . .

The majority respond ed positive to this with such conclusions as:
"was a joy, 11

11

brought a sense of fulfillment," "greatly enriched our

lives,'' "is wonderful, 11 etc.

Even those in the sever e and moderate

crisis category expressed these feelings.
9.

"The most disturbing (thing) about having a baby is . .

"

For men and women both, such problems as the worry of ca ring for
the baby, disciplining , and keeping it healthy were mentioned far more
often than any other thing.

Following these concerns most often men-

tioned for men as most disturbing was the confusion and chaos a baby
creates in the home while for women it was a personal loss they felt.
Some felt i t more strongly in the way they looked, others in the way
they acted--more impatient, more moody, more "inclined to lose my

temper," etc., and still others felt a loss of personal selfhood .

For

these women giving their all to the baby meant there was nothing left
over for themselves.
Mentioned third in order of frequency by the men was the problem
of having to get up in the night to care for the baby's needs .

This is

understandable since all of these fathers are attending school and know
the importance of getting a good night's rest if studies are not to
suffer.

The women mentioned both the problems of upset routines and

scheduling and the discomfort of the pregnancy and labor.

Other prob-

lems mentioned less frequently by both or either sex were finances,
social limitations, and the time and work a baby requires.
10.

"I f I could start over again

A large majority of both sexes responded positively here, but many
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did so with some reservati ons.

The most typical answer was:

"I'd do

the same thing over again," but next most often appeared,"Maybe I'd

wait a year or so before having a baby."

This latter response came

from a c r oss - section of all the crisis categor i es.

No analysis has

been made relating it to age or number of years married except as

these two variables have already been discussed (see Figure l).
A separate analysis was also made on each of the 15 items that
made up the dependent variable itself--the crisis.

Each item was

examined according to the contribution it made toward the crisis, the

degree of crisis, and the sex of the respondent (see Appendix B) .

It

provides, perhaps a more specific analysis of the information given in
Tables 6 and 7.

For instanc e, it is clear, after studying item 2 that

the time required to care for a baby affected men and women in a similar manner, whereas item 3 point s out that women worry about par enthood and its responsibiliti es a great deal more than men, but men are

concerned about the upset in routines (item 10).

Reading the tables

another way we can see which areas most often concern those in the
severe and moderate groups compared to those in the mild or no crisis

groups.

A good example of this is found in item 7--sexual responsive-

ness of the wife after the first child.

Those who suffered the most

crisis, both men and women, also reported that either themselves (if
they were women) or their wives were less responsive , while those who

suffered on l y a mild or no crisis reported slightly more responsiveness
on the part of the wives or themselves (if they were women).
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Suonnary
The main hypothesis for this study was that the birth of the
first child initiates a crisis reaction in the marriage.

The respond-

ents in this particular sample did not indicate this to be true to the
degree that had been expected.

Only 28 percent of the entire sample

reported a moderate or severe crisis .

The remaining 72 percent were

classified as experiencing either mild, very mild, or no crisis.

Several factors were found to be associated with the degree of
crisis experience in response to parenthood.

Education was among these.

Among women, those who suffered the least crisis were those who had
graduated from high school and those who had graduated from college.
Those who had started on one or the other, but did not finish, suffered
a greater crisis .

The student's major in college appeared to have little

or no influence on the d egree of crisis experienced.
Age, also, was found to be associated with the crisis response.
The men who were freshmen or sophomore, as well as those who were graduate students, experienced the greatest crisis.

When men and women were

grouped together and age was analyzed, those who were age 25 or over
were found most often in th e very mild or no crisis category .

Age groups

immediately below 25, however, seemed to suffer more crisis than did the
youngest of the respondents.
Experience with children, older than infants, did not appear to
have any bearing on the degree of crisis, but there were too few who
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reported a significant amount of experience to make a conclusive statement.

There was a trend toward romanticism of parentho od among all the
respondents, especially the romanticism of motherhood, and many new

parents we r e disappointed during th e first few months.
Among the statistically significant findings (approaching the .05
level of confidence or higher) are these:
Men and women both suffer from the baby crisis, and to comparable
degrees, though for different reasons.
More crisis is suffered among parents who have not been married

more than a yea r than among those who have been married longer.

The best

time seems to be the end of the second year.
A stable, happy marriage before the birth of a baby does contribu t e
to a better adjustment of parenthood after the baby arrives.
Less crisis is experienced by parents who aspired to marriage and

parenthood as the most fulfilling goal in life in preference to social
success, academic success, or employment.

Very religious people suffer less crisis than those who feel religion is of littl e or no importance .

For the latter group, the crisis may

be greater or smaller, depending upon other factors.

Conclusions

It may be concluded that:
1.

Romanticism of parenthood does prevail in our culture, and

many new parents are unprepared for the experiences they will face in the
first few months of parenthood.
2.

Value orientation does have a bearing on the degree 0f crisis
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experienced.

One's orientation in family and religious life can be a

factor minimizing the crisis.

3.

Readiness for parenthood helps minimize the c ri sis reaction:

Interruption of school or diversion from important personal goals, etc.
accentua t es the cri sis.

4.

Parenthood has a different meaning for women than for men .

Suggestions for further studies
There are a number of shortcomings in the present study as well as
some suggestions for further studies that might be of interest.

Upon

analysis of the data derived from this study it was discovered that some
very obvious and pertinent questions were left out of the questionnaire.

For instance, although the respondents were asked to evaluate their marital
adjustment as they remembered it before the birth of their baby, they were
not asked if their marriage was a happy one now.

This particular question,

if asked directly, may be a threatening one to the respondent, but it is
important enough to be attempted in some subtle way if one were to carry

out a similar study in the future.

Another question that might well have

added to the study is, Was the baby planned for?

Although this was hinted

at in severa l places with statements and questions concerning the timing

of the baby ' s arrival, nowhere is the respondent asked directly if this
baby was or was not planned for .

The third most obvious omission could

have been included among the questions concerning the mother's activities

before and then after the baby arrived .
her previous activities.

She was not asked if she enjoyed

This obviously would make a difference in her

feelings toward her new role.

While Sears, Macoby , and Levin (45) found

that this did not make a difference in the mother's attitude toward her
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child, it would have been of interest to the investigator to compare
the results of the two studies.

It was, in face, because of this omis-

sion that the section concerning the present and previous activities of

the mother was r endered valueless and the data inconclusive.
It has already been mentioned that those couples who have just
one child and are no longer in school because of the inability to support the child while attending school were automaticall y omitted from
this study.

A further study might include just such a subgroup for a

comparison of results.

Of course, student couples, themselves, are a

unique group, and the findings of this study cannot be generalized over
the entire population of new parents .

Another study might also take

this into consideration and either combine student and other couples or

use only other couples, omitting the students.

There is a good chance

that the results might be quite different .
It has been hinted at through this s tudy that there is a need for
more participation in par e nt e ducation classes or study g roups among

pros pectiv e new parents .

The fact that so few of the r es pondents in

this sample reported having be e n connected with such a preparation is

indicative of the lack of it .

While it is hardly within th e realm of

a master's thesis, it would be a very worth while and interesting project
for some investigator in this field to organize just such a class and
then, using the members as

QO

exper im enta l group, and nonmembers as a

control group, repeat a study similar to th e present study .

Such studies

as those suggested above might well add strength to the author's convic tions that prospective parents do need to be better prepared for the
task before them, that this preparation should begin even before the
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wedding ceremony, if possible, but certainly before the conception of
the first child; and that family life educators, ps ychologists, family
doc tors, and al l those involved should band together to see that the
young couple is made to feel the importance of such a preparation and
is helped to get it .
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DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The birth of a baby is something that has many different meanings
to different people.

Sometimes it represents fulfillment of hopes and

dreams, and sometimes it is an eve nt that has disturbing impact on the

people involved.

Sometimes children arrive at times that are " just

right " and sometimes their arrival presents problems and adjustments
in terms of othe r plans and commi tments.

Some parents are familiar

with the characteristics and needs of infants, and other know little
about them.

These latter ones often feel helpless and threatened by

the responsibility of caring for a child about whom they know so little.
Because the birth of a baby arouses so many variations in parental
responses, and because we need to know more about what these responses

are, among different parents, the Depa rtment of Family and Child
Deve l opmen t is conducting a study of the impact of a baby's birth on
his parents' marriage.

To do this, we need you r help.

We are asking

some young parents, all students, to tell us something of their feel-

ings about parenthood.
We hope you will feelfree t o share with us some of your feelings
about this exper ienc e .

Your doing so may help us to know more about

what parenthood means to young couples today.
You are, of course, entitled to anonymity in return for your helping
us in a venture of this kind.

We will not need your name on the question-

naire, and in no way will you be identified as an individua l in our study.

Your willingness to help us with the study is sincerely appreciate.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1.

You need not write your name o r any other identif y ing marks on
your qu es tionnaire.

2.

After you have begun answering the questionnaire, DO NOT consult
with anyone, especially your wife or husband. It is important that
the answers you give r e present you r thoughts.

3.

Ther e are many different types of questions. Be sure to read the
instructions carefully before beginning each new set.

4.

When you have fin ished the questionnaire as best you can, put it

in the enve lope provided (th ere is one for each of you) and seal
that enve l ope . I will pick it up at the time we have previously
arranged and you may put it in a sealed box wi t h the others that
have been co llect ed .

Befor e you begin, l et me exp r ess ou r app reci at i on for you r c ooper-

ation and thank you for your time and help.

And also let me remind you

onc e more that the success or fai l ur e of this project depends upon y our

attitude toward it and you r willingness to tell us your real feelings .
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FAMILY RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE
PART I
Last grade completed (

My age (

My sex

Number of years married (to nearest month)
If you attended college, what was (is) your major?

At the time of
1(

2(

our child 1 s conception my occupation was that of a:

homemaker only

4(

student only

student and employed 35 hrs.

5(

student and employed less
than 35 hrs. per week

6(

employed less than 35 hrs. /wk.

or mor e per week

3(

employed 35 or more hrs. /wk.

At the present time my occupation is:

(insert here
the approximate number from the question above)

1

Baby s age now (
PART II
For the next 2 questions pla ce one of the numbers below in any of the
appropriate boxes according to your experience.
1.
2.

3.
A.

no experience
some lim ited experience,seldom

fairly frequent experience

4.
5.

frequent experience

very frequent and steady
experie nce

Prior to th e birth of my chi ld I had experience caring for babies under
two years of age:
) in my own (parental) home
as a baby sitter
helping a friend or re lative care for a you nger broth e r or sister
in her parental home

helping a friend care for his/her own baby while visiting with
him/her
othe r : (describe)

B.

Prior to the birth of my child I had ex perience with children as a:
profess ional teacher in the kind e rgarten or primary grades
volunteer teacher to a group of pre-school children (Sunday School,
primary, nurser y, etc.)

other: (describe)
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PART II (continued)
For questions C and D check the appropriate box.
C.

Prior to the birth of my child I participated in study groups without
any academic credit organized for the purpose of learning abou~ chi ld
growth and behavior.
) no

) yes
D.

Pr ior to the birth of our child I took c la sses in which I studied about
children in such departments as psychology or chi ld development, etc.
and accumulated:
10 to 20 hours credit
no credit (did not take any)
more than 20 hours credit

3 to 10 hours credit

PART Ill
Put a check in the appropriate box.
When I compare our marriage with the marriages of my friends and relatives, I
would say that our marriage WAS before the birth of our baby:
much happier than most

somewhat unhappier than most

somewhat happier than most

much more unhappy than most

about as happy as most
PART IV
Put a check in the appropriat e box.
During the 2 or 3 years preceding our marriage the think I looked forward to
with the feeling that it offered me the greatest fulfillment as a person was :
) employment

) parenthood

marriage

academic success in college

social achievement in

college
PART V
Put a check in the appropriate box.
When I compare my religious commitment with that of other people I know, I
feel religion is:
extremely important in my life

is of minor importance in

somewhat important to me

my life
has essentially no importance
in my life
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PART VI
Prior to having a baby of their own in their home, most people have an
expectation of what a child is like and what it will mean to care for a
baby. Often this expectation proves to be quite different from what is
true late r , af t e r they have had some experience in cari ng for their child.
In what ways has parenthood (or caring for your child) bee n different from
what you t hought it would be?

PART VII
This is an attempt to measure how you feel about children. Put a check in
the box by the statements that you feel, generally speaking, are true, or
best reflect your feelings. (Fathers--replace the word ''mother" with
father.)
) l. When a mothe r sees he r child quarreling or fighting with other chil dren she ough t to first try to find out what is the matter before
doing anyth ing.
) 2. If a sma l l chi l d came to visit my two or three - year- old and wanted to
play, I wou l d insist that my child share any possessions his visitor
wanted to play with.
) 3. When a child gets angry and is aggressive toward his parents it is
time for a spanking.

) 4. Parents are the best judge of wha t is good for a child; there is no
need for them to have to make decisions.
) 5. When a child cries because his parents are about to leave him in
nursury school or with some other group they should plan to stay
with hi m until he no longe r feels he needs them.
) 6 . If a sma l l ch ild came to visit my two or th r ee - year- old I would help
my child find something he would be ab l e to share with his visitor .
) 7. When a parent sees her child quarreling or fighting with other children
she ought to take him away immediately until he can learn to get
along, lett i ng the child know he is a bad boy (or girl).
) 8. When a child is just learning to handle a spoon and wants to feed
himself, mother should let him try, even though he is liable to
get very messy.
) 9 . If a child makes a scene in public and has a habit of showing off
when others a r e around it probably means he needs more attention
than he is getting.
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10 . Even young children have something to contribute to family discussions and entertainment .

11. When you discipline a child for misbehaving be careful not to show
him any affection too soon afterwards.
12. Sometimes children have just cause to get angry with their parents
and even show some aggression .
13. It is good for a family to have some rules that the children helped
decide on.
14. When a child cries because his parents are about to leave him in
nursery school or Sunday School they should tell him to stop acting like a big baby and let him cry it out .
15. In discussing family problems and plans young children may be permitted to listen only as long as they do not interrupt.
16. I think a baby should set his own feeding schedule- - feed him when
he is hungry .
17. Children should not be allowed to feed themselves until they can
do it without making a big mess .
18. Usually when we must discipline a chiid it is important, too, to
show him that you still love him.
19 . If a child makes a scene in public or otherwise shows off when
others are around, his parents ought to let him know they are

ashamed of him.
20. It is better to keep a baby on a consistent feeding schedule, such
as food every four hours.
PART VIII
Put a check in the box that best describes your feelings at the time when
you were becoming adjusted to your baby.
1 . Many parents find that getting up several times in the night to care for
the baby caused a problem in their relationship with one another because
they were often cross and irritable the next day . Rate the degree to
which this constituted a problem in your home.

very disturbing

slightly disturbing

somewhat disturbing

not at all disturbing

2. Babies require a lot of time. Many parents find that after having a baby
they simply do not have the time to do some of the things they used to
enjoy and would still enjoy doing if they could . To what extent to you
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feel you have sacrificed some of your personal enjoyments to care for

your child?
a great deal

some

quite a bit

very little, if any at all

3 . Natura ll y a pa r ent with a sma ll baby has a lit t le more difficu l ty d oing
things outside the home, for one always must t h i nk fi r s t of what to do
with the baby. If you bring him along the r e is t he added burden of carrying him and car i ng for him while away from home . Many solve the problem
to some extent simply by not going out as much. How has your baby affected
your social life?
a great deal

some

quite a bit

very little, if at all

4. Babies cost money and st udents most often don't have much to begin with.
Perhaps many of the small luxuries you used to enjoy you have now given
up because the baby needed something. Have you found that having a baby
has been a financ i al strain?
a great dea l

some

quite a bit

very little, if at all

5. It seems that having a baby to care for requires a lot of time and work
and thus affects the quality and the quantity of husband-wi f e relationship.
Measuring the quantity of your r e lationship by the amount of time you spend
talking to one another, how has your relationship been affected?
spend much less time talking together
spend slightly less time talking together
seem to have more time to talk

we spend a lot more time talking together
Since amount of time together is not the only measu rement of a relationship,
how wou l d you say t he quality of your re l ationship has been af f ected? It
may help you to think of your relationship in terms of companionship, intimacy,
feeling of closeness, etc . , during the time of adjustment to the baby .

strengthened a great deal
somewhat stronger

somewhat weakened
not near l y as st r ong as before
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6.

One of the problems of parenthood is the responsibility parents are faced
with when they realize they now have a baby to feed, teach, and raise.
Many parents become extremely nervous and tense about this responsibility,
while othe rs have total confidence in their abilities to be good parents.
When you first began to take care of your child, how did you feel about
your parental ability?
worried mos t of the time that I was not being a good parent
sometimes I worried that I was not a good parent

I was fairly confident of my abilities as a parent
I knew I could be a good parent if I worked at it
7.

During the first two or three months after having a baby most parents
feel a decline in sexual responsiveness due to tension, fear of a second

pregnancy, or some other reasons . How did having a baby affect your
relationships during these adjustment months?
(Wives check one of these)
(Husbands check one of these)
my wife was much less responsive

I was much less responsive

was s lightly less responsive

my wife was slightly less responsive

I was slightly more responsive

My wife slightly more responsive
I was much more responsive

my wife much more responsive
8.

Many parents find that caring for a baby requires a lot more work than
they had anticipated. The extra work can be tiring and time consuming.
How much of a problem was it for you to adjust to this additional work?
very difficult, it still ~rritates me
it was somewhat difficult, occasiona ll y it irritated me

it didn't bother me much at all, I hardly noticed
if anything, I enjoyed it
9.

There are varied reactions to the attractiveness of women following their
having a baby of their own.

Some feel women's figures are more, some

less, attractive after having a baby; others feel that women do not
spend the same amount of time in personal care as was true earlier.

much do you feel appearance is affected because of motherhood in the
first few months after the child is born?
women almost never look as attractive as they did before
some women do, but not generally

How
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some women look a littl e better, but general l y there is no d ifference
women usually l ook better than they did before
10. One of the problems that parents encounter with a new baby is the upset
in their routines. They can no longer plan anything at a certain time
because the baby is sure t o disrupt the schedule. How much of a probl em
did you find this to be?
very disturbing

slightly disturbing

somewhat disturbing

not at all disturbing

11. Many women find th ey can no longer maint ain the same housekeeping stand ards they had bef ore t he baby arrived. It worried t hem to have t o l eave
the housework because the baby demands so much of their time . Some husbands, t oo , find this is disturbing to them. How much of a probl em was
this for you ?
very disturbing

s li ght l y disturbing

quite disturbing

not at all disturbing ( or I
saw no difference)

12. It is very natural for parents t o love their new baby , but at the same
time fee l it would have been better for them had th ey waited before beginning a family . When you were adjusting to your bab y , how did you fee l
about this?
it would have been much better for us had we wa it ed

i t might have been a little easie r for us had we waited

all things co ns id e r ed this was a pretty good time for us
this was th e ver y best time for us to have a baby
13 . Many husbands and wives feel neglected after the baby arrives . Hu sbands,
because the wife is often too busy ca ring for the baby to pa y the same
at t en tion to him that she us ed to . Wife, because she now has to s tay at
home with the baby while the hu sba nd leaves he r to go about hi s own business.
How much o f a problem was this for you?
very dis turbing
somewha t disturbing
s li ghtly disturbing
not at all disturbing ( or I noticed no difference)
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14. To me our child's conception was:
looked forward to with eager anticipation
planned for and resulted from desire for conception at that time
a result of indifference but I was willing for conception to take
place.
unpl anned for and disturbing
15 . My (husband's/wife's) reaction to this pregnancy during the pregnanc y
itself was one of:
pride and fulfillment

disappointment

general satisfaction

indifference

PART I X
Check the statement that comes closest to your feelings during both
time periods.
1. The rewards of parenth ood to me were (are):

1 to 3 months
after child
was born

a . much more rewa r ding than expected
b. more rewarding than expected
c. about the same as I expected
d. a little disappointing
, ."~ e , very disappointing

PART X
Please finish the sentences to indicate your feelings
1.

For us, having a baby=-----------------------------------------------------

2.

To have children while attending college:

3.

Having a baby makes one feel:

4.

Keeping a c l ean house with a baby around is :

5.

The best time to start a family is:

6.

The first few months after our baby was born:

7.

After our baby was born, my husband (or my wife): ------------------------

8.

The most rewarding thing about having a baby is: -------------------------

9.

The most distu r bing thing about having a baby is: _________________________

10 .

I f I could start over again:
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RESPONSES TO PART VIII
1.

Many parents find that getting up several times in the night to care
for the baby caused a problem in their relationship with one another
because they were often cross and irritable the next day. Rate the
degree ot which this constituted a problem in your home.

~
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
o r none

Not at all
disturbing;
Women Men
0
27
25
50

0

Slightly
disturbing;
Women Men

Somewhat
disturbing;
Women Men

35.5

0
45 . 5
46

0
33
46

1*
27
25

60

25

40

25

ll

Very
disturbing;
Women Men

Sample
total
Women Men

0
44
12.5

0
0
4

ll

ll

1

4

24

1
9
24

0

0

0

4
40

5
39

1*

*Numbers in severe cr1s1s refer to individuals, the others refer to percentages, except the totals, which again refer to individuals
2.

Babies require a lot of time. Many parents find that after having a baby
they simply do not have the time to do some of the things they used to
enjoy and would still enjoy doing if they could. To what extent do you
feel you have sacrificed some of your personal enjoyments to care for
your child?
Very little,
Quite a
A great
Sample
Some
if an;:t at all
bit
deal
total
.£!.ill!
Women
Men
Women Men Women Men
Women Men Women Men
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

0
9
25

ll

50

60

0

4

0
0
54.5 55 . 5
67
83

1
27
8

25

25

40

1
33
12.5
0

0
9
0

0
0
0

1
11
24

1
9
24

0

0

4
40

5
39

3.

Naturally a parent with a small baby has a little more difficulty doing
things outside the home, for one always must think first of what to do
with the baby. If you bring him along there is the added burden of
carrying him and caring for him while away from home. Many solve the
problem to some extent simpl y by not going out as much . How has your
baby affected you r social life?
Very little,
Quite a
A great
Sample
Crisis
if an:z: at all
Some
bit
deal
total
Women
Men
Women Men Women Men
Women Men Women Men
Severe

Moderate
Mild
None

0
18
21
50

0
0
9
40

0
0
45.5 33
67
54
50
60

1
27
25
0

1
67
17
0

0
9
0
0

0
0
9
0

ll
24
4

9
24
5
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4.

Babies cost money and students most often don't have much to begin with.
Perhaps many of the small luxuries you used to enjoy you have now given
up because the baby needed something. Have you found that having a baby
has been a financial strain?

Very littl e,
if an:t: at all
Women Men
Severe
0
0
Moderate
18
0
Mild
16
33
Very mild
or none
100
60

~

Quite a
A great
deal
bit
Women Men
Women Men
1
0
0
0
0
9
44
9
16
12.5
0
9

Some
Women

0
64
50
0

Men
1
55
58
40

0

0

0

Sample
total
Women Men

0

1
11
24

1
9
24

4
40

39

5

5a. I t seems that having a baby to care for requires a lot of time and work
and thus affects the quality an\! the quantit y of husband-wife relati onship.
Measuring the quantity of you r relationship by the amount of time you spend
talking t o one another, how has your relationship been affected?
Seem to have Spend slightly Spend much
We SJ'end a
less time talk- Sample
lot more time
more time to less time
total
ing together
talking together
talk
talking
~
Women
Men
.Women Men
Women Men
Women
Men
Women Men
Severe
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
Moderate
10
0
20
22
50
20
10
33
44
9
Mild
16
32
9
33
45
46
14
22
24
4
Very mild
or none
67
25
25
33
50
0
0
0
3
4
36* 38*
*The rest said it made no difference
Sb. Since amount of time together is not the only measurement of a relationship,

how would you say the quality of your relationship has been affected?
may help you to think of your relationship in terms of comyanionship,

It

intimacy, feeling of closeness , etc . , during the time of adjustment to the

baby.
Crisis

Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

Strengthened
a great deal
Men
Women
1
27
50
75

0

Somewhat
stronger

Women Men

39

0
36
45

0
44
56.5

60

25

40

11

Somewhat
weakened
Women Men

Not nearly
as stong
as before
Women Men

0
18
4

1
44
4

0
18
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

Sample
total
Women Men

22

1
9
23

4
38

5
38

11
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6.

One of the problems of parenthood is the responsibility parents are
faced with when they realize they now have a baby to feed, teach, and
raise . Many parents become extremely nervous and tense about this
responsibility, while others have total confidence in their abilities
to be good parents. When you first began to take care of your child,
how did you feel about your parental ability?
Knew I could
if I worked
Fairly
S~metimes
Worried most
Sampl e
confident
worried
of the time
total
at it
~
Women Men Women
Women Men
Men
Women Men
Men
Women
1
0
Severe
0
0
0
0
0
27
0
11
9
Modera te
0
18
55
45
45
9
12 .5
24
24
21
33
0
Mild
29
29
37.5 37.5
Very mild
0
0
4
5
0
40
or none
50
20
50
40
40
39
7.

During th e first two or three months after having a baby most parents
feel a decline

in

sexual responsiveness due to tension, fear of a

second pregnancy, or some other reasons. How did having a baby affect
your relationships during these adjustment months?
Crisis
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

8.

Much more
resE:onsive
Women Men
0
0
0
9
17
9

25

0

Slightly more
resE:onsive
Women
Men
0
1
0
11
22
32
50

80

Slightly less
resE:onsive
Women
Men
0
0
36
9-7
52
50
25

20

Much less
resE:onsive
Women Men
1
0
54.5 22
9
5
0

0

Sample
total
Women Men
1
11
9
21
23
·. 4

5

39

36

Many parents find that carin~ for a baby requires a l ot more work than
they had anticipated. The extra work can be tiring and time consuming.
How much of a problem was it for you toadjust to this additional work?
Hardl y

Crj.sis
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

Enjo;ted it
Women Men

noticed
Women Men

Somewhat
difficult
Women Men

Very
difficult
Women Men

4

0
11
30

0
18
46

0
33
30

0
64
29

1
44
39

1
0
0

0
11
0

25

40

50

60

25

0

0

0

0
18

Sample
total
Wome n Men
11
24

1
9
23

4
40

5
38
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9.

There are varied reactions to the attractiveness of women following
their having a baby of their own. Some feel women's figures are more,
some less, attractive after having a baby; others feel that women do
not spend the same amount of time in personal care as was true earlier.

How much do you feel appearance is affected because of motherhood, in
the first few months after the child is born?
Usually look
Crisis

better

0
0
4

Men
0
0
4

25

40

Women
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

Generally no
difference;
slightly better
Women
Men

Almost never
look as at-

Some better;
most

Women

not
Men

Sample
total
Men Women Men
l
1 ~
9
0
ll
0
24
24

tractive
Women

0
18
46

0
33
46

1
63
37.5

0
67
50

0
18
8

25

40

50

20

0

0

5
39

_lt
40

10. One of the problems that parents encounter with a new baby is the upset
in their routines.

They can no longer plan anything at a certain time

because the baby is sure to disrupt the schedule.
did you find this to be?
Not at all
~

disturbing
Women

Severe
Moderate

Mild
Very mild
or none

Men

slightly
disturbing
Women
Men

0
0
16

0
0
21

0
82
75

22
62.5

25

20

50

80

Very

Somewhat

disturbing
Women Men

How much of a problem

disturbing
Women Men

0
9
4

0
78
12.5

1
9
4

0
0
4

25

0

0

0

Sample
total
Women Men
ll
24

l
9
24

_lt
40

39

5

ll. Many women find they can no longer maintain the same housekeeping standards
they had before the baby arrived. It worried them to have to leave the housework because the baby demands so much of their time . Some husbands, too,
find this is disturbing to them. How much of a problem was this for you?
~
Severe

Madera te
Mild
Very mild
or none

Not at all
disturbing
Women Men

Slightly
disturbing
Women Men

Quite
disturbing
Women Men

Very
disturbing
Women Men

Sample
total
Women Men

0
27
46

0

0

22
27.5

0
11
4

l
18
0

l

18
46

0
36
8

0

67
58

0
0

ll

25

60

50

40

25

0

0

0

24
4

46"'"

l
9
24
5

'39
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12. I t is very natural for parents to love their new baby, but at the same
time feel it wou ld have been better for them had they waited before

beginning a fami ly.
feel about this?
Crisis

Severe
Moderate

Mild
Very mild
or none

This was the
best time
Women Men
0
0
37.5
100

When you were adjusting to your baby, how did you
Pretty
good time
Women Men

Little
easier had
we waited
Women Men

Much
better had
we waited
Women Men

0
0
25

0
0
17

0
0
29

0
54.5
42

0
55
33

45
4

80

0

20

0

0

0

1
44
12 . 5
0

Sample
total
Women Men
11

24

9
24

4
40

5
39

13. Many husbands and wives fee l neg l ected after the baby arrives. Husbands,
because the wife is often too busy caring for th e baby to pay the same
attention to him that she used to. Wife, , because she now has to stay at
home with the baby while the husband leaves her to go about his own
business. How much of a problem was this for you?

~
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

Not at all
disturbing
Women Men

Slightly
disturbing
Women Men

Somewhat
disturbing
Women Men

Very
disturbing
Women Men

Sample
total
Women Men

0
36
50

0
22
58

0
18
42

0
55
88

0
18
4

1
22
4

1
27
4

0
0
4

1
11
24

1
9
24

50

80

50

20

0

0

0

0

4
40

39

5

14. To me our child's conception was:

Crisis
Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

Eagerly
anticiEated
Women Men

Planned
Result of
indifference
for
Women Men Women Men

Unplanned
for and
d isturb ing
Women
Men

0
18
58

0
11
21

0
9
17

0
0
29

0
9
17

1
33
42

1
64
8

0
55
8

75

100

25

0

0

0

0

0

Sample
total
Women Men
11
24

1
9
24

4
40

39

5
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15. My {husband's wife ' s) reaction to this pregnancy during the pregnancy
itself was one of:
Crisis

Severe

Moderate
Mild
Very mild
or none

Prid e and
fulfillment
Women Men

0
0
62.5
50

0
11

62 . 5
100

General
satisfaction
Women Men

Indifference
Women Men

1
45
29

1
33
37.5

0
9

11

8

50

0

0

DisaEointment
Women Men

0

0
36
0

0
44
0

0

0

0

0

Sample
total
Women Men

1
24

1
9
24

4
40

39

11

5

